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ABSTRACT

Consumers of telecommunications are growing, and 97% of all users are assigned to prepaid

cell plans. Moreover, social media is utilized by marketers and salespeople to connect with

and reach their target clients, because it helps businesses quickly and affordably reach their

target customers and understand their requirements and goals. The limitations of data deep

dive analysis prevent insights from being sufficient for business questions, despite Smartfren

starting to analyze social media sentiment data as of 2021. To meet the commercial needs of

Smartfren, a Twitter sentiment analysis was done for this study. Sentiment analysis labeling

is conducted using a distinct lexicon-based method to increase accuracy. This method divided

the lexicon dictionary and labeling process based on churn-related tweets and non-churn-

related tweets. Following training and testing using the Support Vector Machine (SVM)

classification algorithm, which is divided into three feature extraction techniques (Count

Vectorizer, Bags of Words, and TF-IDF), the results of the sentiment labeling are then used

to evaluate the accuracy of the labeling using a parameter. The Bags of Words approach

produces the best classification results, with 97% accuracy (98% precision, recall, and F1

score). The results of a sentiment analysis reveal that there are more tweets with negative

sentiment than positive sentiment during a period of 2.5 years (70.5% of negative tweets).

Product experience and network experience are the parts of the customer experience that are

most frequently discussed, accounting for (37.8% and 37.5% respectively). Most of the

network-related tweets have mostly discussed coverage, social media, and gaming

experiences. Positive sudden sentiment changes and customer churn dominate negative ones

in terms of consumer perception change. The researcher found that the number of sentiment

changes and churn are higher with a higher level of average engagement rate, and vice versa.

Keywords: Telecommunication, Social Media, Customer Experience, Sentiment Analysis,

Lexicon-based Method, Classification, Support Vector Machine, Churn, Engagement Rate
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Telecommunication consumers are increasing year after year, as the total of internet

subscribers emerge significantly. According to the GSM Association (2022), the total of

mobile internet subscribers in 2021 was 4.2 Billion, and predicted to reach 5 Billion in

2025 worldwide. The country's telecommunications business, on the other hand, has

promising development possibilities in data and value-added services. Prepaid mobile

subscriptions account for 97 percent of all subscribers, making switching from one

provider to another quite simple (International Trade Administration, 2021). As a result,

service providers are competing to retain or acquire more customers, where mobile

telecommunications service providers challenged themselves to compete in increasing

innovation and quality.

According to KPMG (2020), one of the challenges of telecommunication company

company is the quick shift in consumer behavior that may well create infrastructure and

security threats for both consumers and telecommunication companies. There will be a

need for developing innovative methods of addressing shifting customer wants. A case

study of Pepephone, a Spanish telecommunication company (established in 2015), has

successfully observed and analyzed the customer experience and needs, which resulted in

a reconfiguration of product price without compromising its service quality (KPMG, 2020).

Successfully addressing this problem and taking advantage of the available opportunities

will have an impact on how telecommunication companies see the changing in customer

preferences and behaviors, which are now necessary to be analyzed. Given the fact that

understanding the changing in customer behavior and needs is inevitable,

telecommunication companies need to know the biggest challenge of analyzing customer

experience and how to measure it comprehensively.

Nowadays, social media become a more viable solution for marketing purposes, to

analyze customer experiences. It has become an essential aspect to retain and acquire

customers, as it allows companies to analyze the customer experience of using particular

products and determine branding strategies (Diebes, H.M.Y, 2019). Users of social media

frequently express themself by posting complaints about a variety of objects. Users can

share information and produce content on social media networks. Brands, on the other

hand, are recognized as social media influencers (Sharawneh, T., 2020). From social
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media, users’ good feedback and experience can create a desire for a certain product,

raise brand recognition, inspire a positive attitude about the product, and brand reputation,

and influence purchasing intentions (D., Evans & J., Mackee, 2010). One of the social

media platforms with the highest amount of users is Twitter. As of 2014, Twitter had 284

million monthly active users and sent 500 million Tweets each day, with around 80% of

those Tweets coming from mobile devices (Carley et al., 2015). Even though it may not

have as many users as platforms like Facebook and Instagram, which have billions of

users each, Twitter nevertheless has a faithful following of people that log in frequently.

In terms of user segmentation, Gen-Z (those born between 1997 and 2012) were active

tweeters in 2020. According to Twitter, Gen-Z users posted 52% of all tweets that year.

Although Twitter users range widely in age, individuals between the ages of 25 and 34

are the most dominant worldwide. Here is a summary of Twitter's global age distribution

(The Social Shepherd, 2022):

 Ages 13 to 17: 6.6% of users

 Age 18–24: 17.1% of users

 25 to 34-year-olds of users, 38.5%

 35 to 49 years old: of users, 20.7%

 17.1% of users are 50 or older

By analyzing customer experience on social media, companies would be able to discover

the real needs and satisfaction of the younger generation customers which accounts for

more than half of the total social media users.

However, reading through a massive number of text-based data on Twitter can take a

long time. Due to the subjectivity of emotions and their polarity as either good, negative,

or neutral, it is difficult to precisely evaluate and quantify sentiments of the customer

experience stated within the tweet texts (Jayasanka, S. C., 2013). Additionally, some

people speak in various jargon, slang, and abbreviations for words for convenience. It's

tough to completely detect and integrate data on brand sentiment when relying only on

manual processes, whether assessing solicited feedback via channels like surveys or

investigating unknown feedback discovered on social media (Qualrtics, 2022).

Due to the complexity of assessing social media users’ textual opinions, sentiment

analysis would play an important role to solve these problems. Sentiment analysis is a

natural language processing (NLP) technique that extracts significant informational

patterns and features from a large text corpus (Lamba & Madhusudhan, 2022). It is also
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known as subjectivity analysis, opinion mining, or emotional artificial intelligence.

Through the tweets that are shared on the platform, it extracts the sentiments of social

media users in the form of subjectivity (objective and subjective), polarity (negative,

positive, and neutral), and emotions (angry, happy, surprised, sad, jealous, and mixed)

regarding their thought, attitude, views, opinions, beliefs, comments, requests, questions,

and preferences. There are many methods to conduct sentiment analysis, which are

categorized such as using Machine Learning method, Lexicon method, and Hybrid

method, as stated by Sadia, A., et al. (2018). However, the common problem of sentiment

analysis is that most of the sentiment analysis algorithm models are lacking

contextualization of sentiment labeling when the text is processed by the algorithm (Ajayi

& Sodha, 2020). When determining the positive or negative polarity of the text, the

context of the text may differentiate the result. It’s the reason that the sentiment analysis

model must be adjusted into the context of the analysis, such as in this case

telecommunication company. In this research, a modified lexicon-based method would be

chosen, because of the ability to contextualize the users’ opinion textual data (Kolchyna

et al., 2015). It’s because lexicon-based sentiment analysis used the words dictionary to

calculate the polarity of the whole text (negative and positive).

In summary, as the competition between telecommunication companies become

more competitive and customer behavior is changing constantly, telecommunication

company like Smartfren can use social media sentiment analysis to measure and analyze

customer experience. According to OpenSignal (2021), Smartfren has the lowest mobile

experience quality compared to the other telecommunication companies, in terms of

video experience, games experience, voice app experience, download speed experience,

upload speed experience, and 4G availability. Responding to this fact, in 2021 Branding

Department in Smartfren reached out to the Data Science Team in Smartfren, to continue

the sentiment analysis projects that were requested in 2020. The project got stuck for a

year due to the lack of human resources. By having this research, it’s expected that

Smartfren would be able to reflect on the insights about what the customers have thought

and experienced so that the product could later be improved.

1.2 Problem Formulation

Based on the background, the problem formulation that can be made are:

1. How many positive and negative customer experiences from the tweets shared by

Twitter users, and the most discussed topics?
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2. How many sudden sentiment changes and what causes sentiment change?

3. How many tweets are categorized as churn-related tweets (positives and negatives

churn-related tweets), as well as the reason behind it?

1.3 Research Scope

This research must be limited in numerous ways due to limited resources. The following

determines the study's scope:

1. In this study, the Branding division and Data Science division of PT. Smartfren

Telecom, Tbk. was used as a case study.

2. The modeling method is used with data from Twitter comments from a library that

retrieves tweets via the Twitter API.

3. Examined Tweets from PT. Smartfren Telecom, Tbk. that referenced product

keywords.

4. The Indonesian language is utilized in tweets.

5. The lexicon-based method is used for sentiment labeling, Support Vector Machine

(SVM) is utilized for the classification algorithm, the Evaluation method is used to

determine the sentiment labeling accuracy, and Post Engagement Rate (PER)

calculation is used for measuring user-generated contents’ engagement (tweets

engagement).

6. Tweets data from January 2019 to September 2021.

7. Tweet sentiment analysis is only focused on the customer experience tweets.

8. The service topics that were examined included network, coverage, and product, as

well as other telecommunication-related topics that would be discovered during the

research.

1.4 Research Objective

This research aimed to give accurate and comprehensive insights by utilizing Twitter

sentiment analysis, extracting the topic and sentiment of the tweets from Smartfren

customers, as well as analyzing the significance of the sentiment’s impact on customer

perception. These methods are used to maximize the utilization of sentiment analysis in

Twitter over certain telecommunication brands.

1.5 Research Benefits

This research is able to give benefits for the institution where the study was conducted,

which is PT. Smartfren Telecom, Tbk., academician, and practitioner.

1. For University
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Increasing knowledge and research related to sentiment analysis and its utilization in

terms of customer experience analysis.

2. For Company

Giving new comprehensive insights about a real-time customer experience in social

media, so that the company could immediately react towards the upcoming branding

and marketing planning in a more strategic way.

3. For Practitioner

Having a new perspective to analyze customer experience in social media that could

be implemented in the future.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter covers the underlying theory, previous research, methods, and theoretical

framework that will be used to help address the research challenge.

2.1 Data Mining

The amount and complexity of the data that is stored in an organization's database are

expanding along with the advancement of the technology used by that company.

Organizations must effectively utilize the data that is growing in volume and structure in

order to give their business a competitive edge. More advanced methods and procedures

are needed to extract information from this stored data in order to provide more

meaningful and valuable information. The number of new techniques for obtaining data

from this set is also increasing. By using these techniques, an organization can get access

to more insightful data than they could before using more conventional techniques like

straightforward descriptive queries. Data mining is one technique that has recently gained

popularity in businesses.

The practice of extracting useful information and interesting patterns from vast

amounts of data is known as data mining. The data sources can be databases, data

warehouses, the Internet, other information sources, or data that is dynamically streamed

into the system (Han et al., 2012). The patterns discovered must be meaningful in that they

lead to some advantage, usually an economic one (Witten et al., 2011). According to Han

et al. (2012), data mining techniques consist of four primary procedures:

1. Predictive Modelling

This method is comparable to how humans learn, which involves making observations

and identifying crucial characteristics in a phenomenon. The model created using this

method employs a supervised learning methodology with two key learning and testing

phases. Two similar methods are used in predictive modeling, namely categorization

and value prediction using statistical science's linear regression methods.

2. Segmentation

To divide the data set into a number of groups with distinct and homogeneous profiles,

segmentation is used. To identify homogeneous groups, this technique employs an

unsupervised learning methodology.

3. Link Analysis
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This method seeks to establish a connection between records, or a group of records, in

the database. This method aims to determine whether one factor influences how

another appears in an event.

4. Deviation Detection

This method is employed to locate anomalies in a data set. These activities can be

carried out either directly as a byproduct of data mining or via statistical and

visualization techniques. Fraud in the usage of credit cards, insurance claims, quality

assurance, and defect tracking can all be found using this method.

Because the author believes that predictive modeling is the best applicable technique for

categorizing sentiment, this study will use it to develop a sentiment model. Positive and

negative opinions and sentiments can be categorized into two groups using the

classification technique in predictive modeling.

Although data mining is simply one crucial step in the sequence of knowledge

discovery procedures, data mining is generally referred to as Knowledge Discovery from

Data (KDD). The procedure can be explained as consisting of numerous successive

iterations (Han et al., 2012):

1. Data cleansing: Data cleansing seeks to eliminate errors and erratic data.

2. Data Integration: Data integration is the process of combining data from many sources.

3. Data selection: Data selection is the process of choosing relevant data from the

database to be used in the study.

4. Data Consolidation: Data is consolidated and turned into a format that is acceptable

for data mining requirements, such as by putting together a summary or aggregate

procedure.

5. Data mining: Data mining is the practice of applying intelligence techniques to

identify patterns in data.

6. Evaluation of Patterns: Pattern evaluation is used to Identify patterns that represent

the discovered knowledge base.

7. Knowledge Presentation: Knowledge presentation is the process by which the user's

requested knowledge is produced using visualization and knowledge representation

approaches.

2.2 Twitter Crawling

To make data crawling easier, Twitter offers Streaming Application Programming

Interfaces (APIs). The API makes it simple for users to get real-time tweet data. The
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Twitter API's original goal was to understand user relationships and interactions, but it is

also frequently used to gather data on particular communities to learn what they think

about trending topics (Nguyen & Zheng, 2014).

Crawling involves fast transferring a huge number of web pages onto a local storage

location and indexing them according to a number of keywords (Liu, Web Crawling,

2011). For this research, we will use opinions from certain Twitter accounts. Web search

engines work by storing information about numerous web pages that are taken directly

from the site. These pages are retrieved by an automated Twitter crawler that clicks on

each link it encounters. Following then, each page's content is examined to determine how

it is indexed (for example, words are extracted from titles, subtitles, or special fields called

meta tags).

Since it’s an effective way to collect tweets data about certain topics, the researcher

would use Twitter crawling to collect tweets regarding the discussed topic from 2020 until

now. The data crawling would be based on specified keywords about related

telecommunication companies and its product. With a main emphasis on business

intelligence, Power BI is an interactive data visualization software tool. With the help of a

number of software services, applications, and connections called Power BI, it is possible

to transform disparate data sources into coherent, immersive visual insights that can be

used in interactive ways. Users may easily analyze data using Power BI to create dynamic

and simple visual representations in the form of graphs, scatter plots, maps, and other

visual formats. Direct reading of data from a database, website, or structured files like

spreadsheets, CSV, XML, and JSON are all acceptable methods for data input.

2.3 Power BI

With a main emphasis on business intelligence, Power BI is an interactive data

visualization software tool. With the help of a number of software services, applications,

and connections called Power BI, it is possible to transform disparate data sources into

coherent, immersive visual insights that can be used in interactive ways. Users may easily

analyze data using Power BI to create dynamic and simple visual representations in the

form of graphs, scatter plots, maps, and other visual formats. Direct reading of data from a

database, website, or structured files like spreadsheets, CSV, XML, and JSON are all

acceptable methods for data input.
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2.4 Sentiment Analysis

Textual information called sentiment is found online and includes both facts and

opinions. Sentiment is a personal statement that expresses how someone feels about a

situation (Dave, Lawrence, & Pennock, 2003). The study of calculating people's

sentiments, views, and emotions using text-based entities and attributes is known as

sentiment analysis or opinion mining (Liu, 2012).

In general, sentiment analysis is divided into 2 main categories (Schneider, 2005):

a. Coarse-grained sentiment analysis

This group of categories handles document-level analysis. In short, we're attempting

to categorize a document's orientation as a whole. Positive, Neutral, and Negative are

the three classifications for this orientation. There are individuals who, however,

make the value of this approach continuous and non-discrete.

b. Fine-grained sentiment analysis

Currently, this second category is often being used by researchers. The idea is that this

kind is where most study is concentrated. The item to be categorized is a sentence

within a document, not the entire document. For example, a sentence like “Smartfren

has a very slow connection when it comes to downloading apps” has a “negative”

sentiment, and a sentence like “Compared to other providers, Smartfren’s internet

package is very cheap and affordable” has a “positive” sentiment.

Due to the widespread availability of English-language tools and resources, most

sentiment analysis research to date has only been conducted in English. SentiWordNet

and WordNet are two tools that are often used for sentiment analysis.

According to Sadia, A., et al. (2018), there are three approaches for broadly

categorizing sentiment analysis, visualized in Figure 2.1 below:
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Figure 2.1 Sentiment Analysis Methods

1. Machine Learning based algorithms

Through the use of manually labeled data, machine learning algorithms train the

classifier. However, the classifier's effectiveness is greatly influenced by the quality

and coverage of the training data; hence, the only drawback is that it needs a sizable

database to function. Instead of using a lexicon, this method is more accurate.

2. Lexicon based approach

In this method, the polarity (positive, negative, and neutral) of a text's content is

described using a sentiment lexicon. As opposed to machine learning-based methods,

this strategy is simpler to understand and execute. The disadvantage is that text

analysis must be done by humans, which is a downside. The test will be more notable

for cutting through the noise, detecting the sentiment, and separating useful data from

diverse content sources the more significant the information volume. Dictionary-

based approaches (based on words from dictionaries like WordNet or other entries)

and Corpus-based approaches (using corpus data, which can be further divided into

Statistical and Semantic approaches) are the next two categories under which lexicon-

based approaches can be further subdivided.

3. Hybrid Approach.

This strategy combines lexicon-based and machine-learning techniques. This review,

which contains a study of several works on lexicon-based sentiment analysis, can be

helpful for scientists who are new to the field.

In this research, the author would like to implement the Lexicon-based approach to do

the sentiment analysis classification or sentiment labeling, and use machine learning to
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test and train the labeled tweets to be used for accuracy and precision evaluation

afterwards. Therefore, the method would be a hybrid approach.

2.4.1 Data Preprocessing

The dataset often utilized for sentiment analysis classification takes the form of a

raw document. For the sentiment analysis categorization procedure, this raw

document includes portions that have no significance, including Indonesian

stopwords. It is necessary to process the dataset so that it is prepared to be used as

input at the document preprocessing stage in order to convert the raw document

into a representation or document with an appropriate format for the learning

algorithm used in the classification process from an opinion (Han et al., 2012).

a. Data Filtering

Document filtering, also known as document filtering, is the process of

removing portions of unprocessed documents from consideration for the

classification process (Dave, Lawrence, & Pennock, 2003). Dates, labels,

topics, and other classification elements, for instance, may be present in the

raw document, but they will be removed since they represent a value or

category that is actually determined by another method, namely learning

algorithms.

b. Case Folding

Case folding is the process of comparing cases in a document. This is

performed to make searching simpler. The use of capital letters varies among

different text documents. Consequently, case folding is necessary to

transform the full text of the document into a standard form (usually

lowercase).

c. Tokenization

Tokenization is the process of breaking up text into discrete sections, such as

sentences or paragraphs (Manning, Raghavan, and Schütze, 2009). Kevin is

very excited to be graduated, for instance, tokenizing the text yields six

tokens: "Kevin," "is," "very," "excited," "to," "be," and "graduated."

Typically, a space and a punctuation mark are used as the token separator. In
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linguistics, tokenization is frequently utilized, and the findings of

tokenization are helpful for additional text analysis.

d. Stopword Elimination

A stop word is a word that frequently appears in a written document but has

little importance on the content of the document (Patel & Shah, 2013).

Conjunctions and prepositions are excellent candidates from the list of

stopwords that need to be dropped. Documents connecting words in

Indonesian include "yang," "di," "dan," "itu," "dengan," and others. This

action helps to cut down on the number of features that must be used.

2.4.2 Part of Speech (POS) Tagger

By POS tagging, words in a text are given a portion of a language tag.

Grammatical groups including verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and so forth are

included in this language tag (Sari, Syandra, & Adriani, 2008). Many natural

language processing applications, including word splitting, machine translation,

and ambiguous words, depend on the part-of-speech tagger. Bing Liu (2010),

stated that the procedure of assigning word classes to the POS Tagger, validated

this claim. And based on his research, the verb, noun, adverb, and adjective word

classes have been chosen. The four categories of words mentioned above are the

ones that convey the most sentiments. Using the Big Indonesian Dictionary to

determine word classes (KBBI).

2.4.3 Lexicon-based sentiment analysis

The Lexicon Based method was selected for this study because it is simple,

practical, and useful for analyzing sentiment from data from social media. Data

from surveys, tweets, posts on Facebook, or other social media sites that provide

customer reviews of a good or service are examples of data that fit the lexicon

method. Lexicon based method is based on the assumption that contextual

sentiment orientation is the sum of the sentiment orientations of each word or

phrase. The lexical method can be used to extract sentiments from blogs by

combining lexical knowledge and text classification (Melville et al., 2011). The

lexicon method can be created manually (Taboada et al., 2011) or expanded

automatically from the seed of words (Kaji & Kitsuregawa, 2007).
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For this technique, a lexicon (a dictionary) of words with assigned polarity is

needed. The dictionary is a crucial part of a system that utilizes the lexicon-based

approach. In order to normalize sentences and extract keywords, dictionaries are

utilized. A few of the lexicons that are now in use are the Opinion Lexicon,

SentiWordNet, AFINN Lexicon, Loughran McDonald Lexicon, NRC-Hashtag, and

Harvard Inquirer Lexicon (Kolchyna et al., 2015). Here is an illustration of a

dictionary's contents (Nurfalah et al., 2017):

1. Positive keywords (in Bahasa): baik, banyak, bisa, ok, best, pintar, lancar, cepat,

bagus, senang.

2. Negative keywords (in Bahasa): bangkrut, banjir, bodoh, gagal, kurang, susah,

lambat, parah, bohong.

3. Negation keywords: belum, bukan, tidak

4. Slang words conversion dictionary (in Bahasa): bgmn = bagaimana, bgs =

bagus, beud = banget

The quality of the lexicon has a significant impact on categorization quality.

Various methods can be used to generate a lexicon dictionary (Kolchyna et al.,

2015):

1. Manually constructed lexicon: The most time-consuming method is to

manually create a vocabulary and categorize words as positive or negative.

However, this method is the most straightforward. According to Das and Chen

(2001), this method involves reading through thousands of messages and

hand-picking the words that expressed sentiment. Then, words from a training

dataset that can be used for sentiment classifier purposes are found using a

discriminant function. The remaining terms were enlarged to incorporate each

word's final lexicon in all of its possible forms.

2. Constructing a lexicon from trained data: This method falls under the category

of supervised methods because it requires a training dataset of labeled

sentences (Kolchyna et al., 2015). The method creates a bag-of-words by

tokenizing the sentences from the training dataset. The words are then further

filtered to remove parts of speech and other non-sentimental components of

speech. The frequency of each word in positive and negative phrases

determines the words' past polarity. For instance, if the word "success" occurs

more frequently in the sentences in the training data set that have been

categorized as positive, its prior polarity will be given a positive value. Since
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the words and their polarity are better suited to a specific type of writing, this

method of lexicon creation has demonstrated good performance outcomes.

3. Extending a small lexicon using bootstrapping techniques: A limited lexicon

of adjectives was to be expanded by Hazivasiloglou and McKeown by adding

additional adjectives that were connected with the terms from the previous

lexicon (Hatzivassiloglou & McKeown, 1997). The method is based on the

syntactic connection between two adjectives linked with "AND," and it has

been determined that "AND" typically connects words with the same semantic

orientation. For instance: "Yesterday's weather was lovely and inspiring. Since

"AND" joins the words "lovely" and "inspiring," it is assumed that both of

them have a positive connotation. The word "inspiring" would be added to the

dictionary if the only word in it was "lovely."

Here’s the lexicon-based method’s algorithm in general described based on Figure

2.2 below:

Figure 2.2 Lexicon-based Method Algorithm Flow

The algorithm illustration above in Figure 2.2 is explained below according to

Nurfalah et al. (2017):

1. Data acquisition: Data collecting from social media in Indonesian was done

during this phase. The procedure produces a collection of opinions together

with metadata like username and time.
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2. Load dictionary: The dictionary has been loaded in this process. Positive

keywords, negative keywords, emoticon dictionaries, and language slang/joke

dictionaries are among the dictionaries that are used.

4. Preprocessing: The purpose of this technique is to have sentences ready before

performing keyword extraction and sentiment analysis. This technique involves

tokenizing and normalizing sentences.

5. Extraction of Keywords: This procedure seeks to extract both positive and

negative sentiments for the determiner keyword.

6. Determine sentiments: This procedure seeks to ascertain a sentence's sentiment

or opinion’s sentiment. By assessing the likelihood of positive keywords and

word negative keywords appearing, sentiment is determined.

Keyword and Emoticon Extraction Process Flow as shown in Figure 2.3 below:

Figure 2.3 Keywords Extraction Flow

After the sentence is normalized, then the sentence is broken down into tokens

using a delimiter. There are 3 types of tokens, namely (Nurfalah et al., 2017):

1. Unigrams: i.e. tokens consisting of just one word, for example: “lambat”

2. Biggrams: i.e. tokens consisting of two words, for example: “koneksi lambat”

3. Trigrams: namely tokens consisting of three words, for example: “koneksi

smartfren lambat”

After forming the unigram, bigram, and trigram, then the keywords are extracted

from the sentences using the three types of tokens and matched with a dictionary to

get positive, negative, and neutral keywords.

According to Kolchyna et al. (2015), the ultimate sentiment score of the

text is determined by dividing the sum of the scores of words caring the sentiment

by the total number of such words, following the assignment of polarity scores to

each word making up the text, described in the equation below:
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The sentiment score can be calculated by averaging the results, which yield a

value between -1 and 1, where 1 denotes a strongly positive sentiment, -1, a

strongly negative attitude, and 0 denotes a very neutral sentiment. For instance, in

the text:

“As [0.0] an [0.0] operator [0.0] which [0.0] have [0.0] a [0.0] good [+0.80] price

Smartfren [0.0] has [0.0] a [0.0] disappointing [-1] signal and bad [-0.80] coverage

[0.0]”

The sentiment would be calculated below:

����� ���

=
0.0 + 0.0 + 0.0 + 0.0 + 0.0 + 0.0 + 0.80 + 0.0 + 0.0 + 0.0 − 1 − 0.80 + 0.0

13
= 0.077

The sentiment score of 0.077 indicates that the sentence has a positive opinion.

However, in the real scenario, all 13 words inside of the sentence above would be

eliminated first through stopwords elimination to only calculate the words’

sentiment score with significant sentiment meaning, before the words’ sentiment

is calculated. Therefore, the actual number of calculated words’ sentiments would

be less than that in the real case, which would make the average score even higher

than 0.077.

However, there are several methods of lexicon sentiment calculation existed

such as VADER, SentiWordNet, SentiStrength, Liu and Hu opinion lexicon,

AFINN, etc (Al-Shabi, 2020). In this research, VADER will be used as the

lexicon calculation method due to its higher accuracy among those mentioned

methods. VADER is a lexicon and rule-based method, and it has been adjusted for

analyzing the sentiments expressed on social media. This method was developed

by Hutto and Gilbert (2014) to address the issue of assessing language, symbols,

and writing style in the context of social media texts. ability to determine the

polarity (positive, neutral, or negative) of the emotions present in the text in

addition to their intensity. The lexicon is available as open source in Python code

thanks to the authors. Three pre-built lexicons which are Linguistic Inquiry and

Word Count (LIWC), Affective Norms for English Words (ANEW), and General
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Inquirer, were examined and their features were chosen to create it. Along with

commonly used acronyms in social media like WTF and LOL, there are also slang

terms and facial expressions like: (to show a happy expression). It has been

determined that 7,500 features belong in the vocabulary. Table 2.1 shows the

detail of the calculation using VADER:

Table 2.1 VADER Classification

Sentence Positive Compound Neutral Negative

The bike was good 0.492 0.4404 0.508 0.0

The person is not smart nor

funny
0.0 -0.7424 0.354 0.646

Today is kind of boring! But I’ll

get by
0.317 0.5249 0.556 0.127

The compound score was calculated by adding the equivalent values for each

word in the lexicon and adjusted according to the rules to be between -1 (most

negative) and +1 (most positive). The pos, neg, and neu values give the percentage

of text occurring in each row. They also set a standard threshold for classifying

sentences, either negative, neutral, or positive, as follows:

1. Positive: compound score >= 0.05

2. Neutral: compound score >-0.05 and compound score <0.05

3. Negative: compound score <= -0.05

2.5 Classification Algorithm using Support Vector Machine (SVM)

In order to forecast the class of an item whose class is unknown, classification is the

process of identifying a model or function that represents and distinguishes class data

(Han et al., 2012). A support vector machine is a set of supervised learning methods that

analyze data and recognize patterns (Cortes & Vapnik, 1996), used for classification and

regression analysis. The original SVM algorithm was created by Vladimir Vapnik and the

current standard derivative (soft margin) was proposed by Clorinna Cortes (1995). The

SVM standard takes a set of input data and predicts for each given input, the probability

that the input is a member of one of the two classes, which makes SVM a binary linear

non-probabilistic classifier. Since SVM is a classifier, it is then assigned a training set,

each marked as belonging to one of two categories.
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While the Support Vector Machine (SVM) according to Vapnik (1992) was first

presented in 1996 at the Annual Workshop on Computational Learning Theory. The basic

concept of SVM is actually a harmonious combination of computational theories that

have existed decades before, such as the hyperplane margin, kernel, and other supporting

concepts. However, until 1996, there had never been an attempt to assemble these

components.

In contrast to the neural network strategy that seeks to find a dividing hyperplane

between classes, SVM works on the principle of Structural Risk Minimization (SRM)

intending to find the best hyperplane that separates two classes in the input space. The

basic principle of SVM is linear classification, and was further developed to work on non-

linear problems, by incorporating the concept of kernel tricks in high-dimensional

workspaces, as illustrated in Figure 2.4 below:

Figure 2.4 SVM Tries to Find The Best Hyperplane to Separate Classes

Figure 2.4 shows how the basic concept of SVM., the spread of data is indicated by red

(box) and yellow (circle). Red data is a member of class -1 and yellow data is a member

of class +1. The main problem of classification is finding the dividing hyperplane

between the two classes. From Figure 3a, it can be seen that there are many alternative

discriminatory boundaries between the two classes.

The best-separating hyperplane between the two classes is obtained by measuring the

margin of the hyperplane and finding the largest margin. Margin is the distance between

the hyperplane and the closest data from each class. The data closest to the hyperplane is

called the support vector. The solid line in Figure 3b shows the best hyperplane, which is

located right in the middle of the two classes, while the red and yellow dots in the black
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circle are support vectors. Efforts to find the location of this hyperplane are the core of

the learning process in SVM.

2.6 Evaluation Parameter

The measurement parameters are used to evaluate the performance of the model that has

been made. Measurements to evaluate performance are not only seen from how fast (time)

the system builds a model or performs a classification but also look at the model's ability

to make predictions (the system predicts/classifies correctly or not). The Text

Classification method can be evaluated using accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure

(Han et al., 2012).

In the world of pattern recognition and information retrieval, precision and recall are

calculations that are widely used to measure the performance of the system or method

used. Precision is the level of accuracy between the information requested by the user and

the answer given by the system. Recall is a presentation of the success of the system in

retrieving information. While accuracy is defined as the level of closeness between the

predicted value and the actual value (Han et al., 2012, p. 368).

F-measure is one of the evaluation calculations in information retrieval that combines

precision and recall. Precision and recall values in a situation can have different weights.

The measure that displays the reciprocity between precision and recall is the F-measure

which is the average weight of precision and recall. In general, precision, recall, accuracy,

and f-measure can be formulated as explained in Table 2.2 below:

Table 2.2 Confusion Matrix Table

Actual value

TRUE FALSE

Prediction value

TRUE

TP

(True Positive)

Correct result

FP

(False Positive)

Unexpected result

FALSE

FN

(False Negative)

Missing result

TN

(True Negative)

Correct absence of

result
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In addition, the measurement of the test evaluation can be seen visually by using the

ROC curve. ROC is a visual curve that is very useful for comparing two classification

models (Han et al., 2012, p. 374). The ROC curve is used to determine the characteristics

of the classifier, by changing the adjustable parameters of the classifier so that it creates

a lot of confusion table. of many confusion tables, then we can take the value of TP and

FP from the table The reason ROC only takes TP and FP values   is because there are

several cases of a classifier created to guess class 1 as the correct class so that we can

analyze directly the prediction process in class 1 only. Meanwhile, the plotted values

  are the TPR (True Positive Rate) and FPR (False Positive Rate). TPR is the

proportion of positive tuples (or 'yes') labeled correctly by the model, whereas FPR is the

proportion of negative (or 'no') tuples labeled as positive (Han et al., 2012, pp. 374-375).

Each value can be calculated using the equation as follows:
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2.7 Feature Extraction

In sentiment analysis, we need to convert features into numbers so that they may be used

by a machine-learning classifier. The accurate presentation of tweets is required for

machine learning classification methods, with each tweet converted into a feature vector

that only contains unique terms. The fact that the classifier uses the feature vector as an

input suggests that a strong feature vector would produce better classification outcomes.
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CountVectorizer, Bag of Words (BoW), and TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document

frequency) are just a few of the algorithms that can be used for this.

b. CountVectorizer (Deepa et al., 2019): It is a simple vectorizer that converts each

token in our data into a feature. It becomes a matrix and an array of features when

taken as a whole. Each text in the document is taken into account, together with the

number of times each word appears inside. The classifier can then receive this

multiset of words as input. It is known as a sparse dataset because each file contains

numerous zeros for each text that does not appear in the dataset.

c. Bag of Words (BoW) (Akuma et al., 2022): In order to be employed in modeling,

such as in machine learning models, this technique removes features from textual

expressions. It is said that a document is a "bag" of words because all indications as to

the order or structure of words have been eliminated. The location of known phrases

is insignificant to this model; it only cares about whether they appear or not in a

document. The objective is to convert every document into a vector that may be used

as input or as output from a machine learning model. Assigning a Boolean value of 0

or 1 to the presence of words, with 0 indicating absence and 1 indicating presence, is

the simplest scoring method.

d. Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) (Deepa et al., 2019): In this

type of feature extraction, words are vectorized by taking into consideration how

frequently they appear in the given document. One issue with CountVectorizer is that

there might be text that appears many times in the observations of the target class.

This text can be removed so that it does not convey biased information about the data.

By utilizing the following formula, TF-IDF is utilized to enhance the performance of

the frequent words found in the document.

TF = Number of time the term occurs in the text/total number of words in the text.

IDF = Total amount of documents/number of documents with words inside of it

TF-IDF = TF*IDF

2.8 Post Engagement Rate (PER)

The concept of client engagement is currently a hot topic in the marketing literature.

There is a movement in the view of a product-oriented organization to a customer-

oriented organization in today's period of rising e-commerce, which is characterized by

rapid internet users and social media in the corporate world. It causes the consumer

connection to become a top priority. Customer engagement also takes on a new meaning
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in terms of maintaining customer relationships. Verhoef et al. and Kabadayi et al. (2014),

stressed the relevance of a corporate awareness of consumer participation in social media

as a way for businesses to learn about their customers' values.

The engagement rate is derived by dividing the number of likes, comments, and

shares on a post by the total number of page fans, according to SocialBakers. The

average engagement rate of all posts during a specified time period is used to compute a

page's engagement rate.

���� ���������� ���� =
����� + �������� + �ℎ����
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× 100%

According to past research conducted, the PER could be the metric that measures how

much attention the users pay to each post (tweet) because engagement rate takes into

account the number of interactions compared to the total amount of followers to

understand how many people are engaged with the information posted. Considering the

sentiment of each post (tweet) can be analyzed, therefore, the engagement rate could also

be incorporated with the sentiment of each tweet. Tweets that have positive or negative

sentiments could influence other users with the engagement rate that the tweets have.

2.9 Twitter

A fresh and intriguing information source for handling data is microblogging (Bifet &

Frank, 2010). Twitter is a social network or microblog that enables users to send and read

140-character tweets, which are text-based messages. Jack Dorsey launched Twitter and

his social networking service in March 2006. Beginning in July 2006, Twitter has

developed into a popular tool for many groups to immediately track the preferences of

people for various situations. Millions of people could utilize this as a source of data.

Everything on Twitter is made public as a data stream, which can be used to your

advantage if you employ stream mining methods. This, in theory, alerts us to overall

public sentiment.

Twitter, also known as "brief communications from the Internet," has grown to

become one of the ten most frequently viewed websites online since its launch (eBizMBA,

2014). Unregistered users on Twitter can only read tweets, whereas registered users can

post tweets via the web interface, SMS, or certain mobile applications. Twitter grew

swiftly and became well-known all over the world. 200 million of the more than 500

million registered users on Twitter were active users as of January 2013. The seasonal
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increase in Twitter users typically coincides with a particular occasion or season. Due to

its immense popularity, Twitter is utilized for a wide range of activities, including

political campaigns, commercial promotion, educational institutions, and numerous

emergency communication channels. Twitter is also dealing with a number of challenges

and controversies, including censorship, lawsuits, and concerns about user security and

privacy.

2.10 Social Media Marketing

Social media marketing is an online marketing strategy that involves increasing a

website's visibility, existence, and presence on social media networks like Facebook,

Twitter, Digg, Web 2.0, and others (PT. Amitra Visinet Indonesia, 2014). Social media

is a highly effective medium for customer feedback and for engaging with customers.

Social networking websites are crucial for boosting your website's search engine rating

and bringing in a ton of high-quality visitors to the business website (Evans & Mckee,

2010).

Social media marketing initiatives typically center on producing content (posts,

writings, images, and videos) that will catch readers' interest and persuade them to share

it with their social networks. The marketing division of the business or the public

relations department of the agency frequently utilizes social media to produce text,

images, videos, graphics, or postings on the agency's social media accounts to advertise

goods and services. In order to generate electronic Word of Mouth (eWoM) or be

discussed by users of social media, it is intended that the information will be able to

draw attention, be liked, and be shared as widely as possible. A favorable reputation and

image among customers or business partners are the ultimate goals.

2.11 The Eight Aspects of the Dimensions of Quality

An important consideration when choosing a product is quality. The level of good or

terrible items a company produces can be determined by the quality of the company.

David A. Gavin introduced eight quality dimensions in 1987 in an effort to address the

subjectivity and ambiguity that can arise when assessing the quality of a product. These

eight dimensions are performance, durability, features, conformance, serviceability,

reliability, perceived quality, and aesthetics. Hermansyah and Sarno (2021) also used

these quality dimensions to further analyze the Twitter sentiment analysis result of a

telecommunication company. Tweet texts were categorized into eight quality
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dimensions, using keywords that represent each category. The keywords for each

quality dimension are derived below:

Table 2.3 Aspects of Quality Dimension

Aspect of Quality Dimension Term Variables

Performance ‘lemot’, ‘lambat’, ‘lama’, ‘cepat’, ‘lancar’,

‘normal’, ‘hilang’, ‘unduh’, ‘unggah’

Features ‘wifi’, ‘game’, ‘telkomsel’, ‘netflix’, ‘poin’,

‘telepon’, ‘zoom’, ‘instagram’, ‘drakor’

Reliability ‘putus’, ‘patah’, ‘kedip’, ‘stabil’, ‘ganggu’

Conformance ‘tagihan’, ‘mahal’, ‘murah’, ‘bohong’, ‘jujur’,

‘aman’

Durability ‘rusak’, ‘awet’, ‘tahan’, ‘usia’, ‘waktu’

Serviceability ‘professional’, ‘ramah’, ‘respon’,

‘komunikasi’, ‘solusi’, ‘perilaku’

Aesthetics ‘kotor’, ’bersih’, ‘rapih’, ‘indah’, ‘buruk’

Perceived Quality ‘puas’, ‘senang’, ‘males’, ‘emosi’, ‘bosan’,

‘bahagia’, ‘rekomendasi’, ‘juara’, ‘henti’

2.12 Mobile Network Experience

In 2022, Opensignal was able to analyze consumer mobile experience to give an

understanding of the true experience consumers receive on wireless networks.

Opensignal categorized the mobile network experience into 6 experience categories,

which are video experience, games experience, voice app experience, download speed

experience, upload speed experience, and coverage experience. All of the experience

aspects by Opensignal measure all mobile network experiences through an operator's

networks to determine the level of video quality being transmitted to mobile devices.

The statistic is based on an International Telecommunication Union (ITU) methodology

and is based on in-depth research that has found a connection between technical factors

of each experience category and the reported perceived experience by actual users.
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2.13 Previous Research

Here are several previous research that become the foundation of the methodologies

used in this research:

1. The previous research entitled “Sentiment Analysis of Customer Engagement on

Social Media in Transport Online” (Saragih & Girsang, 2017) , aimed to discover

the most discussed topic and its sentiment polarity from customer feedback in social

media (Facebook and Twitter). This research used machine learning and TF-IDF

methods. Data mining using API, Data Preprocessing (case folding, converting

emoticons, stemming, removing stop words, tokenization), Sentiment categorization,

Comment categorization, Analysis, and Comparison. The research focused on

customer engagement sentiment analysis by analyzing comments on the Facebook

fan pages of 3 transport online in Indonesia, namely Gojek, Grab, and Uber using

the API service provided. The total amount of 1000 comments’ sentiments was

tagged into positive, negative, and neutral by using the TF-IDF method with an

accuracy of 80.1%. The result shows that there’s only a few users complain about

the driver via social media. A further suggestion is delivered that the next research

should be conducted using a machine learning algorithm for better accuracy. From

this research, the researcher found out that sentiment analysis can be conducted to

analyze further into the categorization of commentaries.

2. Next, the research entitled “Twitter Sentiment to Analyze Net Brand Reputation of

Mobile Phone Providers” by Vidya et al. (2015). The research tries to measure

customer loyalty in Indonesian Telco companies using Net Brand Reputation which

calculates the percentage of positive mentions minus the percentage of negative

mentions on Twitter. The method used is Net Brand Reputation, Sentiment

Classification of Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree, and

Classifier Evaluation. The steps are (1) data description and mining, (2) Data

Preprocessing, (3) Sentiment Classification (using naive bayes, support vector

machine, and decision tree, (4) Classifier Evaluation (using Receiver Operating

Characteristic and Area Under Curve), and (5) Measuring Brand Reputation. This

research analyzed the brand reputation by analyzing customer satisfaction through

sentiment analysis. It uses 10,000 raw Twitter messages data. The sentiment

classification algorithm was evaluated and shows that the Support Vector Machine

algorithm has a good classification with an AUC score of 0.854. The best F1-score
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result was coming from the SVM algorithm with the value of 89.33% The NBR

calculation was divided into 5 product categorizations (4G, 3G, Voice, SMS, and

Data). It shows that XL Axiata has a better reputation in five products with an NBR

score of 32.3%. It gives the researcher an insight to compare the result of the

classification algorithm, to get the best accuracy of the model. The tweet texts could

also be classified into categorizations based on telecommunication context, to better

understand the polarity for each category of telecommunication topics. From the

comparison of 3 machine learning algorithms, the researchers have proven that SVM

can give the most accurate and precise result.

3. The research namely “Enterprise Competitive Analysis and Consumer Sentiments on

Social Media Insights from Telecommunication Companies” by Afful-Dadzie et al.

(2014) aimed to use opinion mining to do a competitive analysis using unstructured

textual information on the Facebook and Twitter sites of the top 3

telecommunications company in Ghana. The method used is Data Mining and

Lexicon-based Sentiment Analysis. The findings demonstrate (1) the rapid increase

in social media users in Ghana (2) the significance and scale of active social media

usage in the telecommunications sector (3) and the efficacy of social media opinion

mining for competitive analysis. (4) How to derive corporate value from the vast

amounts of unstructured textual data present on social media, and (5) The firm that

responds to consumer issues the best. It has shown that sentiment analysis can be

used to compare how well each of the telecommunication company handles customer

issues.

4. A research created by Ranjan et al. (2018) entitled “Twitter Sentiment Analysis of

Real-time Customer Experience Feedback for Predicting Growth of Indian Telecom

Companies” aimed to predict the growth of telecommunication companies in India in

terms of subscriber addition, using sentiment analysis. Several methods are used such

as Data Mining, Semantic Analysis, and Correlation Analysis. The researchers also

used the prediction of subscriber addition and validation method. This research

analyzed the growth of telecommunication companies in India using 153,651 unique

tweets from 5 telecommunication brands in India. Then, the tweets’ sentiments are

determined using the sentiment score. The subscriber addition prediction was

conducted using the sentiment score. The validation results are within the

significance limits of the prediction model. Therefore, the actual growth rate and

predicted growth rate indicate a high degree of correlation validating the prediction
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model. The addition of a sizable number of new subscribers to a business' subscriber

base might be viewed as customer churn, where subscribers leave other businesses

that didn't keep an eye on customer sentiment and take prompt action to stop it.

5. The research entitled “Sentiment Analysis of Customer Response of

Telecommunication Operator in Twitter using DCNN-SVM Algorithm” created by

Firdausi et al. (2020) aimed to know the classify sentiment of customer responses on

Twitter using Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) and Word2Vec as a

feature extraction and Support Vector Machine (SVM) as its classification. There are

4 Indonesian telecommunication operators’ tweets data taken. This research was able

to prove that the combined machine-learning-based feature extraction and Support

Vector Machine were able to give enough accuracy. The utilization of using 2

different feature extractions could be conducted to find the best result. The best

performance results are 63% accuracy, 63% precision, and 50% recall of test data.

6. A research conducted by Kolchyna et al. (2015) entitled “Twitter Sentiment Analysis:

Lexicon Method, Machine Learning Method, and Their Combination” presents a

comparative study of different lexicon combinations and machine learning to do a

sentiment classification. This research provides a review of two primary approaches

to sentiment analysis, which are a lexicon-based method and a machine-learning

method. The findings demonstrate that the lexical method is outperformed by a

machine learning technique based on SVM and Naive Bayes classifiers. The

researchers provide a brand-new ensemble methodology that applies machine

learning to a lexicon-based emotion score as an input feature. It turned out that the

combination approach produced more accurate classifications.

7. Research entitled “Lexicon Addition Effect on Lexicon-Based of Indonesian

Sentiment Analysis on Twitter” created by Saputra et al. (2020) tries to prove the

lexicon-based sentiment improvement from the lexicon words added to the sentiment

lexicon. This research provides a review of two primary approaches to sentiment

analysis, which are a lexicon-based method and a machine-learning method. The

findings demonstrate that the lexical method is outperformed by a machine learning

technique based on SVM and Naive Bayes classifiers. The researchers provide a

brand-new ensemble methodology that applies machine learning to a lexicon-based

emotion score as an input feature. It turned out that the combination approach

produced more accurate classifications.
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8. Chorana and Cherroun (2021) created research entitled “User-Generated Content and

Engagement Analysis in Social Media Case of Algerian Brands”. The research used

statistical analysis for the reaction-based assessment to measure Users/Brand

Engagement Rates (ER) while considering the reactions and content. The importance

of the current social signals and user-generated content in the Algerian environment

might be stressed based on the findings. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm

method is used to automatically categorize the topics of the content and determine

the most frequent topic discussed. After that, the Engagement Rate of each content is

calculated as well to further analyze the engagement level of the content. Based on

statistical and linguistic analysis of user/brand-generated content on social media, the

researchers offered an analytical study. Utilizing the standard User engagement

formulas from the literature for reaction cases is one of two methods used to

investigate the extent of User/Brand engagement. Therefore, an LDA Topic

Modeling-based strategy for content-based user engagement is suggested. The results

emphasize the social signals' quantitative and qualitative significance in the context

of productivity in Algeria. This effectively aids brand owners in enhancing their

online marketing strategy and efficiency. In the future, the researchers want to build

a more accurate topic modeling for measuring users’ engagement and normalize the

entire content of the data set by automatically detecting the language and translating

it to Modern Standard Arabic.

9. Research entitled “Engagement Analysis of Canadian Public Health and News Media

Facebook Posts and Sentiment Analysis of Corresponding Comments during

COVID-19” created by MacKay et al. (2022) aimed to prove several things. First, it

has an objective to classify the engagement rate of Facebook posts over time. The

second, is to evaluate the percentage of negative sentiment in comments over time.

The third, is to evaluate the potential impact of trends in the percentage of trinary

sentiment (positive, neutral, or negative emotional response) on the overall number

of comments per post. The study looked at the sentiment of the Facebook comments

and the engagement rates of the postings made by official actors during COVID-19.

The posts and associating comments from the Healthy Canadians, CTV News, and

CBC News pages were manually compiled using Facebook's advanced search feature.

In comparison to public health, news media received a higher percentage of negative

comments and had a lower total average post engagement. Public health postings had

more likes, comments, and shares than those from the news media due to their
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above-average engagement post rate. Even while the overall comments had no

impact on the total number of comments for each post, it is still important to consider

the bad impact that can have on other people's beliefs and actions.

10. Research by Abdillah et al. (2021) namely “Analisis Sentimen Penanganan Covid-19

dengan Support Vector Machine: Evaluasi Leksikon dan Metode Ekstraksi Fitur” has

an objective to determine the performance of Indonesian lexicon dictionaries, which

are InSet and sentistrength_id, towards the actual sentiment label. InSet lexical

dictionary that the researcher used consists of 10,218 words in total. The data used

has a total of 1,912 social media comments. The research used Support Vector

Machine (SVM) for the classification algorithm and then, to determine the effect of

selecting term presence, BoW, and TF-IDF feature extraction methods. InSet and

Sentistrength_id were chosen because these are the only Indonesian lexicon

dictionaries, which have research publications. The research process begins with the

pre-processing of the text, selecting the feature extraction method, labeling words

with the lexicon, and classification of sentiments with the Support Vector Machine

(SVM). The final evaluation was carried out by k-Fold cross-validation using data

synthesized by the SMOTE algorithm. Preliminary testing shows that the

sentistrength_id lexicon word sentiment dictionary produces a slightly higher

accuracy score (64.46%) than InSet (62.65%) when combined with TF-IDF. In the

final evaluation stage, the sentistrength_id word sentiment dictionary still shows

relatively better performance based on the average values of accuracy, precision,

sensitivity, and f-measure (59.22%, 61.1%, 31.3%, 41.0%) compared to InSet

(58.98%, 62.2%, 26.1%, 36.6%) when combined with TF-IDF. In general, the

performance of the two lexicons is still below the data with actual labels which

indicates that the two lexicons are not strong enough in determining word classes.

The reason could be due to the relatively small amount of data or because text

normalization has not been carried out optimally.

11. A study entitled “Peringkasan Sentimen Ekstraktif di Twitter Menggunakan Hybrid

TF-IDF dan Consine Similarity” conducted by Wahid and Azhari (2016) aimed to

combine SentiStrength, Hybrid TF-IDF and Cosine Similarity methods to

automatically extract summaries of positive and negative public sentiments towards

celebrity topics on Twitter automatically, with the artist Agnes Monica as a case study.

The SentiStrength method is used to get a sentiment strength score and classify tweets

into positive, negative, and neutral classes. Tweets with positive and negative
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sentiments are summarized by ranking tweets using Hybrid TF-IDF combined with a

sentiment strength score, then removing similar tweets using Cosine Similarity. The

sentiment dictionary contains a collection of words that have been weighted with a

sentiment strength of 1 (no positive sentiment) to 5 (has a very strong positive

sentiment), and -1 (no negative sentiment) to -5 (has a very negative sentiment). The

sentiment dictionary is obtained from the translation of the English sentiment

dictionary which has experienced addition and subtraction of words based on

observations in the process of developing this system. This study involved 3 expert

respondents, Master of Linguistics students at Gadjah Mada University, to give

weight to the strength of sentiment. The median value of the three respondents is used

as the final weight for sentiment strength. The test results show that the combination

of SentiStrength, Hybrid TF-IDF, and Cosine Similarity is able to produce sentiment

summaries with better accuracy than using Hybrid TF-IDF alone, with an average

accuracy of 60% and an f-measure of 62%. This is due to the addition of sentiment

strength as a summary weight.

12. The last study entitled “Evaluating the Performance of the Most important Lexicons

Used to Sentiment Analysis and Opinions Mining” by Al-Shabi (2020) aimed to

assess the performance of several lexicon-based methods in Twitter polarity

classification. This study uses lexicon-based sentiment analysis as its methodology,

focusing on five of the most significant and well-known lexicons used in the field on

Twitter data, including (VADER, SentiWordNet, SentiStrength, Liu and Hu opinion

lexicon, and AFINN. It provides an assessment of the performance of these lexicons

in Twitter polarity classification by comparing the overall classification accuracy and

the F1-measure. It was proven that VADER has good accuracy.
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2.14 Theoretical Framework

Figure 2.5 Theoretical Framework

The figure above summarized the theoretical framework of this research. In the

case study of customer experience and the impact towards customer perception

using Twitter sentiment analysis of PT Smartfren Telecom, the research begins

with data preprocessing which is carried out in three stages, namely the first data

gathering (Twitter crawling) which aims to retrieve the sentences contained in the

tweet, as well as the other variables of the tweets itself such as likes amount,

retweet amount, etc. Twitter API is used to collect the tweets data.

The second is data preprocessing which consists of doing buzzers and

promotion removal to remove tweets that are not relevant to this research, the third
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is eliminating stop words and slang word conversions to remove unimportant

information and converting informal words into formal words in a tweet. This

stage is necessary to discard data noise (text noise) and irrelevant data, which

would be useful for sentiment labeling and classification (Han et al., 2012).

After the data has been cleaned, sentiment labeling for each tweet is

conducted using a lexicon-based method. This method is chosen because, among

all sentiment analysis methods available explained by Kolchyna et al. (2015), the

lexicon-based method does not need as much data and resources to be used for the

labeling process (Abdillah et al., 2021). The pure machine learning method needs

a sufficiently bigger amount of data to classify the sentiment, in accordance with a

big number of tweets data that we will be used. In this research, the lexicon

calculation that we will use is VADER (Valence Aware Lexicon and Sentiment

Reasoner). This lexicon calculation method is chosen due to its higher accuracy

and precision, compared to other methods (SentiWordNet, Sentistrength, and Liu

and Hu opinion lexicon) according to the latest research conducted by Al-Shabi et

al. (2020). VADER has a decent possibility for the sentiment classification of

short texts pre-process, positively and negatively, and neutral, where it can deal

with all text cases.

Since the tweets are in the Indonesian language, we will use a particular

Indonesian lexicon dictionary. Currently, there are only 2 lexicon dictionaries,

which have been proven through research publications, which are InSet and

Sentistrength_id (Abdillah et al., 2021). Based on the research conducted by

Abdillah et al. (2021) about the evaluation of these 2 Indonesian lexicon

dictionaries, it was found that Sentistrength_id has a higher accuracy (64.46%)

compared to InSet (62.65%). Therefore, we would use the Sentistrength_id as the

foundation of the lexicon dictionary. Although in this research, Sentistrength_id

dictionary would also be modified to adjust the lexicon dictionary in the context of

telecommunication company sentiment. This lexicon dictionary modification has

been justified by Kolchyna et al. (2015) in the research which explains the

methods of creating a lexicon dictionary, to improve the performance of lexicon-

based sentiment labeling. During the lexicon modification, we will split the

lexicon into non-churn-related and churn-related lexicon dictionaries. It’s an

additional proposed method, to differentiate tweet labeling context which is
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related to customer churn and not related to customer churn, based on the text of

the tweets.

After the tweets have been labeled, Support Vector Machine (SVM)

classification algorithm will be used to train and test the labeling result. The

classification method is used to be analyzed for evaluation after the features (tweet

text) have been labeled (Han et al., 2012). This step was also conducted by

Abdillah et al. (2021) after the tweets have been labeled by the lexicon dictionary.

The support vector machine method is considered suitable because it can

minimize errors that will occur in the classification sentiment that will be carried

out. Also, this method is also considered simple, and fast, but accurate (Vidya et

al., 2015). In Vidya et al. (2015), SVM has resulted in a higher classification

accuracy compared to the other machine learning algorithm for sentiment analysis,

such as Naïve Bayes and Decision Tree. Several feature extraction methods are

used for the classification. We will use Count Vectorizer (Deepa et al., 2019), Bag

of Words (BoW) (Akuma et al., 2022), and TF-IDF (Deepa et al., 2019) for

converting words into features for classification. The classification results from

the 3 word embedding methods will be evaluated and compared. The evaluation

will be carried out using the K-fold method, then the output values   in the

form of accuracy, precision, recall, and f-measure will be compared (Han et al.,

2012).

Next, after the evaluation results have shown that the sentiment labeling is

accurate, the results of the sentiment label will be used for the Post Engagement

Rate calculation (Mackay, 2022), topic categorization (Hermansyah & Sarno,

2021), and sudden sentiment change labeling process (proposed additional

method). Post Engagement Rate (PER) is calculated based on the number of likes,

comments, and retweets of the tweet post divided by the follower amount of the

user who posted the tweet. It is used to measure how engaging/influencing the

tweets are to the other users who follow the account. Topic categorization is used

to determine which topic the tweets belong to (network, price, etc.). Lastly,

sudden sentiment change is used to determine whether the tweet’s sentiment is

changed compared to the previous tweet of the same user. So, it will tag the tweet

as “positive change” if the tweet’s sentiment is moving from negative to positive,

compared to the previous tweet of the same user, and vice versa. Therefore, in the
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end, this research would be able to find the relationship between tweet influence

(from PER), the impact on other users’ sentiment (from sudden sentiment change

tagging), the possibility of churn (from churn-related tweet tagging), and what

causes the sentiment change or even a churn in a big picture.

To summarize all the methods that the researchers used in this research,

the exclusivity of the research is summarized below:

1. Differentiate the sentiment lexicon tagging based on churn-related tweets and

non-churn-related tweets, based on the tweets' text content using a modified

sentistrength_id dictionary. This proposed method is important because not all

tweets only discussing 1 brand only. Therefore, the sentiment lexicon tagging

should be distinguished using a modified lexicon dictionary.

2. Able to gain insights from the relationship of tweets engagement level, the

impact towards other users’ sentiment, the churn possibility based on the tweet

text, and the reason behind sentiment change or even churn. These insights

would be able to be tracked periodically (daily, monthly, etc.).

The previous research regarding sentiment analysis has not combined all these

metrics to be summarized as an output, which makes the research exclusive.

This insight is expected to be relatively more accurate because we will do the

tagging for each tweet and summarized the whole thing through data

visualization.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The design and procedures utilized in this investigation are covered in this chapter. A

flow chart is used to visualize the multiple connected phases that make up the research

design.

3.1 Category of Methodology

The case study research was the strategy used in this study. A case that is assumed

to be a problem in one company, PT Smartfren Telecom, Tbk Telecommunications,

serves as the basis for this case study research. The research is intensively focused

on customer opinions through all Twitter accounts that mention "smartfren" in their

tweets, as well as variations of these keywords. The Support Vector Machine (SVM)

classification technique will be used to build the classification model. The

performance of the algorithm's output model is compared after being quantitatively

measured. An assessment of the accuracy was made at the conclusion of the

experiment. In this study, a sample from a well-defined population was selected, and

a random sampling procedure was used to choose the sample. The likelihood that a

phrase will contain the most positive or negative terms determines the classification

findings.
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3.2 Research Stages

The Knowledge Discovery from Data (KDD) cycle, a data mining activity, was used

to design this study. Figure 3.1 below explains the research's progressive framework.

Figure 3.1 Research Stages

Figure 3.1 above shows the stages carried out in this research. The

following explanation below is a description of each stage of the research

conducted.

3.2.1 Background Data Gathering Process

This stage was carried out to find the current condition of the company and

figure out the main issues related to the customer experience analysis. The

interview regarding the current condition of the company was conducted with

the data science division in Smartfren. The interview result discovered the

insufficient insights that the Brand and Communication department can get
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from the current social media analysis conducted by Branding Department

and Third-party institutions. After the internal problems inside the company

were ientified, the problems were validated from the Mobile Network

Experience Report in June 2021, conducted by Opensignal, which is an

independent global standard for analyzing consumer mobile experience. It

was found that Smartfren remained in last place in all experience metrics

(video experience, games experience, voice app experience, download speed

experience, upload speed experience, and 4G availability) with the exception

of 4G Coverage Experience.

3.2.2 Dataset Gathering and Preprocessing Process

According to the social media analysis problem, the next step is to gather the

Twitter data from the Twitter API (Twitter scrapping), remove the irrelevant

tweets, and clean the tweet’s text. Twitter data scrapping is conducted using

Python coding language, to specify the period of the tweets that would like to

be gathered, the specific variables that would like to be included, as well as

the keywords that would specify smartfren-related tweets only. The irrelevant

tweets are the tweets that are not representing customers’

experience/feedback, such as buzzer tweets and promotion tweets. The tweets

text cleaning is used to remove the noise of characters inside of the text, for

the sentiment analysis.

a. Twitter Crawling

Utilizing the Application Interface (API) resources offered, the crawling

operation on Twitter is carried out, by first signing up for Twitter

Developer via the application. In this study, sentiment analysis is

restricted to Smartfren company. The URL used to use the Twitter API is

https://api.twitter.com/1.1/search/tweets.json. After the account is saved

in python, the query's returned data is in plain text format, along with the

other variables that the researcher specified. All smartfren-related tweets

were gathered from Twitter API, in a particular period of time (January

2019 to September 2021). Smartfren-related keywords were used to filter

and pull the tweets data from the Twitter API directly, such as
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“smartfren”, “@smartfrenworld” as smartfren’s official account name,

and “@smartfrencare” as smartfren’s official customer care account name.

Therefore, all tweets that talk about Smartfren or mention Smartfren's

official account will be gathered all together. Several variables are

gathered from the Twitter API, such as tweet text, tweet date, verified

user, tweet username, user follower amount, user following amount, a

user mentioned, tweet media link, reply amount, retweet amount, and like

amount.

b. Data Preprocessing

Because high-quality data models demand high-quality data, data

preparation is strongly advised for a variety of reasons, including database

quality, the data analysis process, the potential application of related

algorithms for removing noisy data and missing data, and increasing data

reliability. Sentiment analysis entails locating a given text's subjective

contents after preprocessing the text to find stop words, symbols, etc. The

content is categorized according to sentiment as either favorable, negative,

or neutral. Data cleaning is a crucial data preprocessing tool approach. It

is a method involving DM methods. It eliminates poor errors from data

and cuts down on extraneous data. Data cleaning strategies also take into

account missing data. The details of data preprocessing are explained

below:

1. Remove irrelevant tweets:

There are a lot of tweets, which are not relevant to be analyzed and

identified for customer satisfaction analysis. In the real case, the

tweets that mentioned “smartfren” are not merely talking about

Smartfren’s product satisfaction or feedback. Many tweets came from

buzzers who promoted Smartfren extensively, seller who sells

smartfren products on Twitter, or even job connector who promoted

job-related to Smartfren. These types of tweets should be eliminated

because it does not represent the customer experience.

2. Tweet’s text cleaning:

Both testing data and training data (learning process) are required for

the classification of tweet sentiment. Preprocessing of the corpus data
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is performed before this learning process. In order to reduce the

dimensions of the vector space model, preprocessing is required

before the classification process. The vector space model's

classification process will proceed more quickly by reducing its

dimensions. The homogenization and volume reduction of words are

the goals of this preprocessing. In other words, text cleaning aims to

clean tweets of words or symbols that are not needed to reduce noise

during the classification process. The words that were cleaned are:

i. Non-ascii character

ii. URLs

iii. Mentions symbol or “@”

iv. Hashtag symbol or “#”

v. Non-alphabet symbols or “[!$%^&*@#()_+|~=`{}\[\]%\-

:";\'<>?,.\/]”

vi. Numbers from 0 to 9

vii. Duplication corrections with more than 2 characters. For

example, “yukkk” into “yuk”

viii. Double space between words

ix. Space in the beginning and/or in the end of the sentence

x. Convert all text to lowercase

xi. Convert all variations of providers’ names into 1 name per

provider

3. Tokenization:

A group of characters in a text will be divided up into word units

using this procedure. This is accomplished by identifying specific

characters that may or may not be used as separators. For instance,

word separators include whitespace characters like enter, tabulation,

and space.

4. Stopwords:

Stopwords can add dimension to the data classification process. Data

dictionary of commonly used stopwords (consisting of which, in, to,

from, etc.) will be added with Twitter-specific stopwords, such as

“wkkwk”, “hihihi”, “xoxoxox”, etc. The complete Indonesian
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stopwords and Twitter stopwords data dictionary are in the appendix.

Especially for the Indonesian Twitter stopwords data dictionary,

which is collected manually from Twitter.

3.2.3 Lexicon-based Sentiment Labelling

To determine the sentiment label of each tweet’s text, the lexicon-based

method is chosen. The labeling step would summarize the whole tweet’s text

and determine whether it has a positive or negative sentiment towards

Smartfren. Therefore, each of the tweets would be labeled as positive or

negative. A positive label indicates the positive sentiment that the tweet’s text

has, and vice versa. In this research, the lexicon sentiment labeling would be

divided into 2 types, which are Non-churn-related tweets sentiment labeling

and Churn-related tweets sentiment labeling. It’s because users are not only

talking about Smartfren inside of their tweets but also comparing Smartfren

with other operators/providers. Since the lexicon-based method uses a

dictionary that cannot differentiate which subject (provider) is being

discussed, therefore the sentiment labeling would not be accurate if we don’t

treat these tweets differently. Here is the visualization of the sentiment

labeling described in Figure 3.2 below:
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Figure 3.2 Churn-related Tweets and Non-churn Related Tweets

Based on Figure 3.2 above, we can see what the churn-related tweets and

non-churn-related-tweet look like. Here’s the explanation:

a. Non-Churn-related tweets

Any tweets which have only 1 subject of operator/provider inside the

tweet text are considered as non-churn-related tweets. Since the normal

lexicon dictionary only has 1 word per sentiment score, tweets that only

talks about 1 subject would be labeled correctly by the dictionary. The

examples are described in Table 3.1 below:

Table 3.1 Example of Normal Lexicon Dictionary

Normal lexicon dictionary

(only consists of 1 word per lexicon score)

Non-churn-related lexicon Lexicon Score

Jelek -4

Lambat -5

Mahal -3
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The non-churn-related tweets are going to use VADER calculation since

the VADER rule-based calculation can only detect 1-word score per

lexicon score. It cannot detect 2 words or more per lexicon score. At the

end of the analysis, the tweets would be tagged as “non-churn” to

summarize how many tweets are considered as non-churn.

b. Churn-related tweets

Any tweets which have more than 1 subject of operators/providers are

considered churn-related tweets. A normal lexicon dictionary would not

be able to recognize which subject is being talked about, and what

sentiment the subject belongs to. Therefore, we need to make a new

churn-related dictionary and separate this kind of tweet. The churn-related

lexicon dictionary should have more than 1 word, because it must consist

of minimum of 2 words (1 subject besides smartfren + sentiment over the

other subject), such as for example “Telkomsel” + “Jelek”. Therefore, the

calculation of the lexicon is different, because it uses different lexicon

dictionaries. Then the resulting output is the sentiment of several topics

that will be categorized. We will create the churn-related dictionary that

has maximum words for 1 lexicon score of 4 words. Each of the churn-

related lexicon score will have a score of -5 because the text sentiment is

very specific since it has 2 to 4 words per lexicon score. The examples are

described in Table 3.2 below:

Table 3.2 Example of Churn-related Lexicon Dictionary

Churn-related lexicon dictionary

(consists of more than 2 words per lexicon score)

Churn-related lexicon Lexicon Score

Telkomsel Jelek -5

Ganti kartu Telkomsel -5

Mau pindah ke telkomsel -5

For the calculation method, we will use the customized rule-based

sentiment calculation. The rule would be able to detect 2 or more words

per lexicon score, inside of the tweet text, unlike VADER which could

only detect 1 word per lexicon score.
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3.2.4 Classification and Evaluation

This study uses SVM as a classification algorithm (classifier). The training

data and test data were obtained from each feature extraction result (Count

Vectorizer, BoW, and TF-IDF) and lexicon labeling results (modified

sentistrength_id). The algorithm used for sentiment classification utilizes the

SVM, accuracy_score, model_selection, and LabelEncoder modules from

scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011). SVM with a linear kernel was chosen as

a classifier because the classification carried out in this study was in the form

of binary or linear classification. For the record, the random_state parameter

in the classifier is used to produce measurable randomization. For reasons of

simplicity, the regularization parameter in the classifier is not configured, it

is left at the default setting (C=1.0).

3.2.5 Data Exploration

In this stage, the sentiment-labeled tweets are analyzed further. 5 main

processes happened during data exploration, which are churn-related tweets,

engagement rate calculation, sudden sentiment change tagging, and topic

categorizations. All these variables are important to be recognized and

analyzed because it affects each other. Below is the illustration of the

relationship between churn-related tweets, engagement rate calculation,

sudden sentiment change tagging, and topic categorizations, described in

Figure 3.3 below:
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Figure 3.3 Relationship between Churn-related Tweets, Post Engagement
Rate, and Sudden Change

a. Churn-related tweet tagging

Churn-related tweet tagging is used to identify the tweets sentence which

might have the indication of churning from Smartfren to the other

provider, and vice versa. To identify the churn-related tweets, the churn-

related keywords is used before the sentiment lexicon labeling process. So,

any tweets which have churn-related keywords would be categorized as

churn-related tweets. For example, tweets, which consist of words like

“pindah ke telkomsel”, “ganti ke smartfren”, “telkomsel jelek”, indicate

that the users might want to churn from one provider to another.

b. Post Engagement Rate (PER) Calculation

Engagement rate calculation is used to measure the level of influence that

each tweet has when the followers of the user saw or read the tweet. By
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calculating the engagement rate of each tweet, the influence level of each

tweet to influence people who see the tweets can be measured. The value

of PER is between 0 and 1. A relatively high PER could potentially

change other users’ sentiment and causes sudden sentiment changes or

even a churn from one provider to another.

c. Sudden Sentiment Change Tagging

Sudden sentiment change tagging would determine whether a particular

user’s tweet has a different sentiment compared to the previous user’s

tweet. It’s because a user might usually have positive sentiment towards

Smartfren, but then at some point in time, the same exact user might

change his/her sentiment to a negative sentiment because of a particular

reason, and vice versa. For example, in Figure 11 above, User A who has

always had positive sentiment over Smartfren from day 1 to day 3, has a

sudden sentiment change to negative sentiment at day 4. This User A

tweet on day 4 would be tagged as “negative change”. Sudden sentiment

change is calculated using the rule-based method. The rule-based method

will be used to determine the number of users who experience a change in

sentiment from positive to negative, and vice versa, per time period.

d. Topic Categorization

Topic categorization is used to tag what topic the user talked/discussed

about in each tweet. This might also highlight the reason why the user

changes the sentiment from positive to negative, and vice versa. The

method used is to categorize sentences in tweets with specific topic-

related keywords. For example, to categorize tweets that discuss video

streaming satisfaction, the researcher will use the keywords "youtube",

"film", "streaming", and "watching" to label topics regarding video

streaming satisfaction. In the categorization, the researcher used 2 levels

of topic categories. However, only 1 category, which derived into the

level 2 category. Here are all the topic categories:

i. Network Performance

All the tweets, which consist of internet connectivity topics. Since

this metric is quite general, the network performance topic is then
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categorized further into the level 2 category. Here’s the level 2

category of Network Performance:

1. Video Experience: Tweets, which consist of any video watching

or streaming experience. It includes video streaming on any

platform/application, like in Youtube, Social Media, and in

Browser.

2. Games Experience: Any tweets which mention gaming-related

feedback, such as mentioning the name of the games that the

users are playing and how the network performs.

3. Social Media App Experience: Tweets that mentioned the

experience in using certain social media apps. It includes any

social media activity that users do such as chatting, video calls,

seeing images and video contents, etc.

4. Video Call Experience: Tweets that mentioned video call or

conference call experience, such as Zoom meetings, Google

meetings, WhatsApp video calls, etc. It includes any app activity

which uses voice and real-time video calls.

5. Voice Call Apps Experience: It includes tweets that mentioned

users’ experience in using apps’ voice call service which

requires an internet connection to do the voice call. For example,

WhatsApp voice call, Line voice call, etc.

6. Download Experience: Any tweets which mentioned about

download-related activity

7. Upload Experience: Any tweets which mentioned upload-related

activity

8. Coverage Experience: To track the signal availability in

Indonesia, the researcher uses this categorization as a way to

directly get feedback from customers who use the Smartfren

network in different parts of Indonesian territory. Tweets are

categorized based on tweet text which mentioned cities,

provinces, and specific areas (rural areas, urban areas, forests,

etc.). Therefore, the network feedback in certain locations would

be able to be detected.
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ii. Product Conformance

This metric is used for the tweets which mentioned the product-

related experience. Product-related experience refers to whether

Smartfren products are worth buying, in terms of their values, price,

product bundling, and content inside the products. This

categorization will include any user experience on Twitter

expressed by several keywords such as any Smartfren product

name (youtube bundling package, internet unlimited package, etc.)

and product price feedback (expensive, cheap, affordable, etc.).

iii. Customer Service Experience

Smartfren uses Twitter as one of its platforms to reach out the

customers and communicate with the customers regarding certain

issues. Oftentimes, customers give their complaints to the

Smartfren official account on Twitter, such as (@smartfrenworld

and @smartfrencare). This tweets categorization will represent the

tweets' sentiment regarding how well Smartfren handles or answers

the customers’ complaints on Twitter, according to the customers’

tweets.

Table 3.3 Topic Categorization Levels

Level 1

Category

Level 1 Category

Keywords

Level 2

Category

Level 2 Category

Keywords

Network

Performance

“lemot”, “lambat”,

“lama”, “cepat”,

“lancar”,

“normal”,

“hilang”, “putus”

Video

Experience

“streaming”,

“video”, “film”,

“movie”,

“nonton”, etc.

Games

Experience

“main”, “game”,

“mabar”, “mobile

legends”, “ml”

(abbreviation of

mobile legends),

“ping”

Social “whatsapp”,
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Media App

Experience

“line”, “telegram,

“facebook”,

“twitter”, etc.

Video Call

Experience

“zoom”, “meet”,

“gmeet”, “google

meet”, “vidcall”,

“video call”

Voice Call

Apps

Experience

“telepon” &

“whatsapp”,

“whatsapp &

“call”, “line” &

“call”, etc.

Download

Experience

“download”,

“donlot”,

“unduh”,

“mengunduh”,

etc.

Upload

Experience

“upload”, “kirim”

& “file”, “ngirim”

& “video”, etc.

Coverage

Experience

“4G”, 3G”,

“kota”,

“kabupaten”,

“disini”, “di” &

“kampung”, all of

Indonesian city

and province

names, etc.

Product

Conformance

Experience

“tagihan”,

“mahal”, “murah”,

“terjangkau”,

“produk”, “worth”
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& “it”, “sepadan”,

all the smartfren

package names,

etc.

Customer

Service

Experience

“professional”,

“ramah”, “respon”,

“solusi”, “cs”

(abbreviation of

customer service),

“customer” &

“service”,

“pelayanan”, etc.

3.2.6 Data Visualization and Recommendation

After all the data output have been generated from the previous processes, the

sentiment data can be visualized to see the data insights. The visualization

would be conducted using Power BI software, to generate several kinds of

charts from the data provided. The visualized data would be analyzed and so

the recommendation for each period (each year or month) would be

summarized for the company’s improvement. The visualization would be

conducted using Power BI software.
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CHAPTER IV

DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING

This chapter will discuss in detail the data collection, data pre-processing, lexicon

tagging, model building, data exploration process, and data visualization. At the end of

this chapter, a comparison is made of the models that have been made and the best

model is selected to be implemented in the branding and marketing communication

evaluation activities. The data processing would be conducted using Python and R

programming languages, since it enables the researcher to process a large amount of

data efficiently.

4.1 Data Gathering

In the data crawling, we will gather the tweets data from Twitter which consists of

Smartfren keywords. Smartfren-related keywords were used to filter and pull the

tweets data from the Twitter API directly, such as “smartfren”, “@smartfrenworld”

as smartfren’s official account name, and “@smartfrencare” as smartfren’s official

customer care account name. To gather the data from January 2019 to September

2021, the researcher used a library built on the Python programming language,

namely Snscrape. It is a social media data scraper library that is able to collect the

tweets alongside with other useful information regarding the tweets. Here are the

tweet data variables that the researcher gathered from Twitter, as described in Table

4.1 below:

Table 4.1 Raw Data Variables

Variables Description

Date Date tweet was created

Tweet ID Unique ID of the tweet

Content The text content of the tweet

Username Account username who uploaded the

tweet

User Verified Whether the account is a verified

account or not

User Followers Count The total amount of followers of the
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account

User Following Count The total amount of followed accounts

Mentioned Users The account username who are

mentioned in the tweet content

Retweet Count The total amount of retweets

Like Count The total amount of like

Reply Count The total amount of reply

Media Media object containing the preview

URL, full URL, and media type on the

tweet content

Language Machine-generated language of the

tweet

Location Location in which the account tagged

on the tweet (not the real location of

the account that tweeted the tweets)

Since the tweets' data size is massive, it could not be gathered all at once. It needs

to be gathered sequentially. It needs to be gathered per 1 million tweets. Here are

the codes for gathering the data using Snscrape library:

1. ```

2. maxTweets = 1000000 # the number of tweets you require

3. for i,tweet in enumerate(sntwitter.TwitterSearchScraper('smartfren OR @smartfrenworld OR

@smartfencare' + 'since:2019-01-01 until:2019-12-31').get_items()) :

4. if i > maxTweets :

5. break

6. print(tweet.date)

7. csvWriter.writerow([tweet.date, tweet.content.encode('utf-8'), tweet.user.username.encode('utf-8'),

tweet.user.verified, tweet.user.followersCount, tweet.user.friendsCount, tweet.mentionedUsers,

tweet.retweetCount, tweet.likeCount, tweet.replyCount, tweet.media, tweet.lang.encode('utf-8'),

tweet.location])

8. ```
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The total tweets that have been gathered is 2,168,136 tweets. This data would be

considered as raw data and is going to be cleaned and processed further. Here’s

some of the result of the data scraping as shown in Figure 4.1 below:

Figure 4.1 Raw Data Result

4.2 Data Pre-processing

At this stage, the documents generated from the crawler will be filtered. This

process aims to change the correct data type so that it can be read by the sentiment

labeling rules and machine learning. The crawled data or raw data that has been

gathered previously, must be transformed into a data type suitable for the

classification process. There are 3 steps in the data pre-processing part, which are

irrelevant tweets removal, text cleaning, churn-related tweets and non-chun-related

tweets separation, and slang words and stopwords cleaning.

4.2.1 Irrelevant Tweets Removal

Although in the data crawling part the tweets that have been gathered are only

for the smartfren-related tweets, there are still massive amounts of tweets that

could not be considered as customer experience tweets. Not always the tweets

which consist of “smartfren” word, are talking about the customer

experiences. First, the researcher found out that there are tweets that came

from Smartfren's official account. These tweets which came from Smartfren

is going to be included in the analysis because it’s obviously not coming from
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customer and are not customer experience tweets. Mainly, the Smartfren

account aimed to promote Smartfren, engage with the customers' tweets (only

a few customer tweets), and reply to the complaints from customers on

Twitter. These are the tweets from Smartfren that need to be removed from

the analysis, as shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 below:

Figure 4.2 Smartfren Official Account Tweeted about Promotion

Figure 4.3 Smartfren Official Account Replied Customer’s Complaint

Second, the researcher found many tweets which came from buzzers or

users who have been affiliated with Smartfren or other institutions, to share

“fake” positive content all over the Twitter platform. They aimed to polarize

the people's opinion on Twitter about Smartfren, so that they may be able to

get benefits from the higher selling of Smartfren products through buzzing on

Twitter. The positive contents shared by the buzzers are too exaggerated. The

words being used by the Buzzers are like made-up-words, unlike a typical

customer’s feedback. Buzzers are also shared positive tweets much more

frequently than normal users. They can send fake positive content daily or

weekly, with a very low engagement rate. Below is an example of a buzzer’s

tweet, as shown in Figure 4.4 below:
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Figure 4.4 Buzzers' Tweet

Besides the fact that buzzers posted many tweets about Smartfren, they also

have characteristics in which they always use hashtags on their tweets post.

This way, buzzers are able to polarize the sentiment of Smartfren-related

tweets through keywords and hashtags. In conclusion, buzzers can be

identified from the number of tweets. After the researcher dive through the

tweets for each of the users from 2020 to 2022, there are massive number of

buzzers’ tweets that needs to be removed from the analysis. There are many

users who have hundreds or thousands of tweets, which mentioning

Smartfren during the 3 years, in which some of these tweets have hashtags, as

described in Figure 4.5 below:

Figure 4.5 Several Twitter Accounts Have Hundreds of Tweets and Many
Tweets with Hashtags

These buzzer tweets need to be removed from the analysis. First, the

tweets which contain hashtags need to be tagged. The new hashtag variable

called “contain_hashtag” will be created below, using the codes as follows,

and the result is shown in Figure 4.6 below:
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1. sf_tweet.loc[sf_tweet.text.str.contains('#'), 'contain_hashtag'] = 'hashtag_tweet'

2. sf_tweet['contain_hashtag'] = sf_tweet['contain_hashtag'].fillna(value='no_hashtag')

3. # Show the result

4. sf_tweet.head()

Figure 4.6 New Hashtag Tagging Variable

Next, the number of tweets for each user needs to be calculated. This data

would be used for the consideration of tweets, which should be removed.

Here are the codes to calculate the number of tweets for each Twitter user,

and the result is shown in Figure 4.7 below:

1. df_2 = sf_tweet['username'].value_counts()

2. df_2 = df_2.to_frame()

3. df_2 = df_2.reset_index()

4. df_2 = df_2.rename(columns={"index": "username", "username": "count_tweet"})

5. df_2

Figure 4.7 Calculated Number of Tweets for Each Twitter User
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After that, the number of tweets that have hashtags needs to be calculated per user.

The calculation would be based on the new hashtag variable that was created

previously and the result is shown in Figure 4.8 below:

1. df_hashtag_count = sf_tweet.groupby(['username',

'contain_hashtag']).size().reset_index(name='counts')

2. df_hashtag_count

Figure 4.8 Tweets Which Have Hashtags per Twitter Account

After the tweets with hashtags and the number of tweets have been calculated,

it can be summarized altogether as shown in Figure 4.9 below:

Figure 4.9 Tweets with and without Hashtags Total per Account

There are 2 ways to remove the buzzers’ tweets. First, the researcher

used the benchmark of more than 200 tweets during the 3 years period (more

than 5 tweets mentioning Smartfren in a month) and more than 14 tweets,

which have hashtag during the 3 years period, to indicate that the Twitter user

is the buzzer account, in which all of their tweets need to be removed. Second,

the researcher also listed manually Twitter accounts that have buzzer-related

tweets. There are in total 3,881 tweets incorporated with listed buzzer

accounts. These listed accounts are then removed as well. The result shows
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that there are 295,922 tweets without buzzers’ tweets. Here are the codes to

remove the tweets from the listed buzzers’ usernames:

1. # After removing buzzers, there are still tweets that identified as buzzers (after manually look at

the result)

2. # Therefore, buzzer accounts need to be dropped manually using the list of buzzer accounts

3. list_to_remove = ['@Kaum_pusing', '@Sofy_Beeeeee', '@NyaiiBubu', '@timun_renyah2',

'@DandanNiLL', 'Bisniscom', 'HaloBCA', 'waferkedjoe', 'Rinddha', 'yqyu', 'YusmillahR',

'VIN_NOOO', 'dinithea', 'sedihterus_', 'mandiricare'

4. , 'Vitameansi', 'mahardinaaa','Cauzycanabiz', 'renahsetiawan8', 'LebahGanteng07', 'capanieee',

'Namigoreng', 'ayuniwang852', 'GoHaera', 'maz_echo'

5. , 'rahmat28adi', 'nisaamolla', 'ouuwsomm', 'shappyworld95', 'jaya_janwar', 'mandaaakk',

'dwik_Gen', 'RizalRosyadi93', 'r_wahyuindah', 'Iarismanis'

6. , 'lariesmanis', 'itsmedif', 'JarrFajarr_', 'alnazp139', 'SayYasha', 'mhmmdsairaji', 'afifahrahmatika',

'yukenkolmi', 'nabilaasingal']

7.

8. list_buzzer_2 = sf_tweet[sf_tweet.text.str.contains('|'.join(list_to_remove))]['username'].tolist()

9. print(len(list_buzzer_2))

10. print(len(list_buzzer_1))

11.

12. #drop all buzzers from the second list

13. sf_tweet =

sf_tweet.drop(sf_tweet[sf_tweet['username'].isin(list_buzzer_2)].index).reset_index(drop=True)

14. sf_tweet.shape[0]

The next step after buzzer tweets removal is promotion tweets removal.

There are many people who sell Smartfren products and other providers’

products on social media, especially Twitter. When the researcher took the

tweets data from Twitter, the promotion tweets are also included since it also

has “smartfren” word. Tweet in Figure 4.10 below is one of the examples:
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Figure 4.10 Promotion Tweet Example

Therefore, we need to exclude these tweets because it’s not represent the

customer experience. The way to remove it effectively is by using certain

keywords which are often times used by the sellers to promote Smartfren

products. So, any tweets which have the keywords will be removed. The

keywords are the result of manual observation through some tweets which

indicate a promotion activity. This will involve 2 words for each keyword to

detect whether the tweets are included as a promotion or not. Here’s the

example for the promotion tweets keywords, as shown in Table 4.2 below:

Table 4.2 Example of Promotion Tweets Keywords

Keywords Tweet Example

“jual” + “kuota” “Jual kuota smartfren 20gb cuman

230 ribu”

“open” + “promo” “open promo pulsa smartfren 20

ribu”

Here are the codes to remove the promotion tweets based on keywords:

1. # We also have discovered manually about the keywords that contains 2 words, regarding

irrelevant tweets

2. df1 = sf_tweet.drop(sf_tweet[(sf_tweet['cleaned_text'].str.contains('promo')) &

(sf_tweet['cleaned_text'].str.contains('fast'))].index)

3. df1 = df1.drop(df1[(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('yuhuuw')) &

(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('promo'))].index)

4. df1 = df1.drop(df1[(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('open')) &

(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('pulsa'))].index)
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5. df1 = df1.drop(df1[(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('kuota')) &

(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('jual'))].index)

6. df1 = df1.drop(df1[(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('hayuk')) &

(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('open'))].index)

7. df1 = df1.drop(df1[(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('yuk')) &

(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('simak'))].index)

8. df1 = df1.drop(df1[(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('open')) &

(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('kuota'))].index)

9. df1 = df1.drop(df1[(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('open')) &

(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('promo'))].index)

10. df1 = df1.drop(df1[(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('cek')) &

(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('telkomsel'))].index)

11. df1 = df1.drop(df1[(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('kak')) &

(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('promo'))].index)

12. df1 = df1.drop(df1[(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('promo')) &

(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('whatsapp'))].index)

13. df1 = df1.drop(df1[(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('promo')) &

(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('telkomsel'))].index)

14. df1 = df1.drop(df1[(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('fast')) &

(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('promo'))].index)

15. df1 = df1.drop(df1[(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('kak')) &

(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('open'))].index)

16. df1 = df1.drop(df1[(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('yuk')) &

(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('fast'))].index)

17. df1 = df1.drop(df1[(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('yuk')) &

(df1['cleaned_text'].str.contains('kak'))].index)

Finally, the relevant tweets only count for 292,547 tweets from the raw total

of 2,168,136 tweets, or only 13% of tweets that could be indicated as

customer experience tweets. Although, according to the researcher’s manual

observation, there is still a chance that the relevant tweets result still has

many irrelevant ones, since there’s still a limitation to clean the whole tweets

by only using a keyword filtering process.

4.2.2 Text Cleaning

During this stage, each tweet text or sentence would be cleaned from the

characters' noise and words noise. In order to label the sentiment for each

tweet, the text should be adjusted to a form that makes the lexicon words

dictionary able to be detected inside the tweet text, so that the algorithm could

calculate the sentiment score accurately from the detected words. This

process is also used to exclude insignificant words for sentiment labeling.
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Many words would not be carrying any sentiment meaning inside of the

tweets. If these insignificant words are also calculated during the process, it

will increase the burden to computing device, and make the processing

duration become much longer, especially when it comes to the machine

learning stage which would be conducted afterward.

In the text cleaning process, the researcher will clean the text sentences

in several steps:

13. Non-Ascii removal: Removing text characters that are not categorized as

ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange), a

standard data-encoding format for electronic communication between

computers. A non-ASCII character that might be included during the data

crawling process, would not be able to be processed by the codes.

14. URLs removal: Any website links, media links, and any other links

inside of the tweets would be removed because it does not contain any

sentiment.

15. Mentions removal: Twitter users used to tag their friends when they

tweeted something using “@” character. Since it would become a noise

for the sentiment labeling, this mentioned character would not be

included.

16. Hashtag removal: Hashtags or “#” would be a noise for the sentiment

labeling too, thus it would be removed as well. But the word of the

hashtag would be kept inside the tweet text.

17. Symbol and numbers removal: There are many non-alphabetical

characters, which contained in the tweet text. Any symbol and numbers

included, especially which are not separated from the words are going to

block lexicon sentiment labeling to detect the words.

18. Duplications and extra space cleaning: Oftentimes, Twitter users typed

the text with exaggeration for each word. For example, “bagus” are often

typed “bagusss”. And a lot of times, they also unintentionally typed extra

spaces at the end and/or beginning of the sentence, or in between words.

These unclean words and spaces need to be normalized into the right

words, and unexaggerated spaces.
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19. Lowercase: The words would be easier to read if all words used

lowercase.

20. Convert variations of providers’ names into the right name: In Twitter,

the variations of providers’ names mentioned by Twitter users are

commonly happened. For example, people used to type “tsel” to mention

“telkomsel”, or “axiata” for “xl”. While in the lexicon dictionary, the

providers’ name should be normalized into 1 chosen name per provider,

otherwise, the lexicon logic would not be able to detect these names

variations, to further calculate the sentiment.

Here are the codes to clean the tweet text, based on the 8 steps described

above:

1. # Text Cleaning Process

2.

3. import re

4.

5. count=0

6. with open(output, 'w') as f:

7. for line in text:

8.

9. # Step-1: Non-ascii

10. res = re.sub(r'[^\x00-\x7F]+',' ', line)

11.

12. # Step-2: URLs

13. res = re.sub(r'http[s]?\:\/\/.[a-zA-Z0-9\.\/\_?=%&#\-\+!]+',' ', res)

14. res = re.sub(r'pic.twitter.com?.[a-zA-Z0-9\.\/\_?=%&#\-\+!]+',' ', res)

15.

16. # Step-3: mentions

17. res = re.sub(r'@','', res)

18.

19. # Step-4_alt-2: Convert hashtags to sentence (string separation)**

20. res = re.sub(r'((?<=[a-z])[A-Z]|[A-Z](?=[a-z]))', ' \\1', res)

21.

22. # Step-5: symbol

23. res = re.sub(r'[!$%^&*@#()_+|~=`{}\[\]%\-:";\'<>?,.\/]', '', res)

24. # Step-5: numbers

25. res = re.sub(r'[0-9]+','', res)

26.

27. # Step-6: Duplications correction with more than 3 characters (example: "yukkk" to "yuk")

28. res = re.sub(r'([a-zA-Z])\1\1','\\1', res)
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29. # Step-6: double space or more, to only one space

30. res = re.sub(' +', ' ', res)

31. # Step-6: space in the beginning and/or in the end of the sentence

32. res = re.sub(r'^[ ]|[ ]$','', res)

33.

34. # Step-7: convert all text to lower case

35. res = res.lower()

36.

37. # Step-8: Convert all kinds of provider's package names, official account names, and

informal names to 1 provider's name

38. # Note that since several provider's package names are perhaps included in the lexicon

dictionary, only names with no sentiment polarity will be replaced

39. res = re.sub(r'smartfrenworld','smartfren', res)

40. res = re.sub(r'smartfrencare','smartfren', res)

41. res = re.sub(r'connex','smartfren', res)

42. res = re.sub(r'gokil max','smartfren', res)

43. res = re.sub(r'telkomselhalo','telkomsel', res)

44. res = re.sub(r'telkomcare','telkomsel', res)

45. res = re.sub(r'tsel','telkomsel', res)

46. res = re.sub(r'telkomsl','telkomsel', res)

47. res = re.sub(r'tlkomsel','telkomsel', res)

48. res = re.sub(r'tlkmsl','telkomsel', res)

49. res = re.sub(r'myorbitid','telkomsel', res)

50. res = re.sub(r'byu','telkomsel', res)

51. res = re.sub(r'by','telkomsel', res)

52. res = re.sub(r'combo sakti','telkomsel', res)

53. res = re.sub(r'internet sakti','telkomsel', res)

54. res = re.sub(r'internet omg','telkomsel', res)

55. res = re.sub(r'kartuhalo','telkomsel', res)

56. res = re.sub(r'kartu halo','telkomsel', res)

57. res = re.sub(r'kartu as','telkomsel', res)

58. res = re.sub(r'simpati','telkomsel', res)

59. res = re.sub(r'internetmax','telkomsel', res)

60. res = re.sub(r'internet max','telkomsel', res)

61. res = re.sub(r'xlaxiatatbk','xl', res)

62. res = re.sub(r'xlaxiata','xl', res)

63. res = re.sub(r'axiata','xl', res)

64. res = re.sub(r'xlaxiata_tbk','xl', res)

65. res = re.sub(r'axiataxl','xl', res)

66. res = re.sub(r'xlaxiataid','xl', res)

67. res = re.sub(r'triindonesia','tri', res)

68. res = re.sub(r'three','tri', res)

69. res = re.sub(r'kompak','tri', res)

70. res = re.sub(r'indosatcare','indosat', res)
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71. res = re.sub(r'isat','indosat', res)

72. res = re.sub(r'ooredoo','indosat', res)

73. res = re.sub(r'oredoo','indosat', res)

74. res = re.sub(r'ooredo','indosat', res)

75. res = re.sub(r'oredo','indosat', res)

76. res = re.sub(r'idsat','indosat', res)

77. res = re.sub(r'indsat','indosat', res)

78. res = re.sub(r'indo','indosat', res)

79. res = re.sub(r'indst','indosat', res)

80. res = re.sub(r'freedom','indosat', res)

81. res = re.sub(r'yellow','indosat', res)

82. res = re.sub(r'askaxis','axis', res)

83. res = re.sub(r'ask_axis','axis', res)

84. res = re.sub(r'bronet','axis', res)

85. res = re.sub(r'warnet','axis', res)

86.

87. # Re-write all the text into .txt

88. f.write(str(res+"\n"))

89. count+=1

4.2.3 Churn-related Tweets and Non-chun-related Tweets Separation

In the tweet separation stage, the tweets are going to be separated based on its

churn-related and non-churn-related content included in the tweet text. As it

has been explained in the previous chapter, this stage is necessary because

lexicon words cannot identify the context of the text. The lexicon logic

cannot identify which subject (which provider) Twitter users are complaining

about or talking about. The tweet text content is going to be separated using

keywords. It’s actually a simple process, in which, the researcher will use the

other telecommunication providers’ names for the churn-related keywords.

When the tweets consist of churn-related content, the text must mention the

other telecommunication provider’s name, to compare Smartfren with the

other provider. For example, “Smartfren jelek, mendingan koneksi

Telkomsel” or “Telkomsel mahal banget, lebih baik pakai Smartfren”.

Therefore, the researcher would categorize tweets as churn-related tweets if

the content mentioned any other provider’s name. If not, then the tweets are

categorized as Non-churn related tweets. Due to convenience reason, in this

stage, the researcher will use R programming language to conduct the process,

instead of Python programming language. Here is the code for this process:
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library(dplyr)

library(data.table)

library("writexl")

df <- read.csv("cleaned_data_merged.csv")

View(df)

churnKeyword <- c('telkomsel', 'indosat', 'xl', 'axis', 'tri')

# churn-related tweets

df_churn <- df[grepl(paste(churnKeyword, collapse='|'), df$cleaned_text.1),]

nrow(df_churn) #total 41,147 tweets

View(df_churn)

# churn-related tweets

df_nonchurn <- df[!grepl(paste(churnKeyword, collapse='|'), df$cleaned_text.1),]

nrow(df_nonchurn) #total 251,400 tweets

View(df_nonchurn)

The tweets separation of 292,547 tweets, resulted in a total of 251,400 non-

churn-related tweets and a total of 41,147 tweets. So, there are about 14% of

tweets which categorized as churn-related tweets.

4.2.4 Slang Words and Stopwords Cleaning

Slang words cleaning aimed to normalize informal or slang words into

normal words or formal words. This process is useful for the lexicon logic, to

make the words able to be detected and identified. The researcher used

Salsabila’s slang words dictionary to replace the informal words with formal

words, which is currently the only Indonesian slang words dictionary that has

publication (Aliyah Salsabila et al., 2018). The dictionary provides a lexicon

for text normalization of Indonesian colloquial words. It consists of 3,592

unique colloquial words-also known as “bahasa alay”, and manually

annotated with the normalized form. The words normalization lexicon was

built from Instagram comments, which is quite relevant to this research which

uses social media data. Not only the tweet text data would be cleaned, but the

lexicon-sentiment-dictionary would also be processed with slang words

cleaning so that the word normalization would be inlined between the tweet
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text and lexicon dictionary. Below is the example of slang and formal words

dictionary data, as shown in Figure 4.11:

Figure 4.11 Slang Words Dictionary

First, load the slang words dictionary file into the Python kernel.

1. import json

2.

3. # Using slang words dictionary Salsabila

4. with open("C:/Users/Dell/Documents/Thesis/sentiment_smartfren/_json_colloquial-indonesian-

lexicon.txt") as f:

5. data = f.read()

6. # Reconstruction data as 'dict'

7. lookp_dict = json.loads(data)

After that, load the tweet text data that has been cleaned previously, then the

code will need to read all rows. In the code example below, the tweet text

data is non-churn-related tweets. The same code will be applied for the churn-

related tweets and lexicon sentiment dictionary as well.

1. import os

2.

3. # Import the input file

4. os.chdir("C:/Users/Dell/Documents/Thesis/sentiment_smartfren")

5. base = "df_nonchurn_cut.txt"

6.

7. # Open input file and read line by line

8. input_stream = open(base, 'r')

9. input_stream_lines = input_stream.readlines()

10. input_stream.close()

11.

12. # Separate the text column

13. text = []
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14. for line in input_stream_lines:

15. text.append(line.split("\t")[0])

Next, the cleaned tweet text (output) would be saved in .txt format and ready

for the next stage.

After the slang words process was conducted, the stopwords cleaning

would be applied to remove meaningless words in terms of sentiment score

calculation. Both tweet text and lexicon sentiment dictionary would be

cleaned. The process of eliminating stopwords uses two data dictionaries, the

first contains conjunctions in Indonesian and the second is a special Twitter

data dictionary. The combined 758 Indonesian stopwords data example is as

below:

Figure 4.12 Indonesian Stopwords Example

The codes for removing stopwords from the previous stage can be seen below.

First, the text output from the previous step (slang words cleaning step)

should be inputted.

1. base = output

2.

3. input_stream = open(base, 'r')

4. lines = input_stream.read().splitlines()

5. input_stream.close()

After that, the Indonesian stopwords library should be imported into the

kernel.

1. from nltk.corpus import stopwords
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2. import pandas as pd

3.

4. # Use stopwords NLTK module to use customized stopwords

5. stopwords = stopwords.words('indonesian')

6. print(stopwords[:3])

Then, remove stopwords that are included in the lexicon sentiment dictionary

and in the tweet text. Eventually, the output of the stopwords cleaning would

be created in a new .txt file format.

1. lexicon =

pd.read_csv(r"C:\Users\Dell\Documents\Thesis\sentiment_smartfren\sentistrength_id\json_sentiw

ords_id_modified.csv", sep=",")

2. lexicon_list = list(lexicon['text'])

3. len(lexicon_list)

4.

5. %%time

6. stopword_list_reduced = []

7. for stword in stopwords:

8. if stword not in lexicon_list:

9. stopword_list_reduced.append(stword)

10. len(stopword_list_reduced)

11.

12. # Create output file

13. output = os.path.splitext(base)[0]+'-stop.txt'

14.

15. count=0

16. with open(output, 'w') as f:

17. # Delete stopwords founded in every lines

18. for line in lines:

19. s = ""

20. words = line.split()

21. for w in words:

22. if not w in stopword_list_reduced:

23. s+=str(w)+" "

24. res = s

25.

26. # Rewrite text

27. f.write(str(res+"\n"))

28. count+=1
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4.3 Sentiment Labelling

Lexicon-based sentiment analysis would be conducted in this stage. The output of

this stage is the sentiment label (positive or negative), based on the sentiment score

calculation. In this stage, the sentiment labeling is separated into 2 flows, which are

non-churn-related tweets sentiment labeling and churn-related tweets sentiment

labeling. As the researcher has explained in the previous chapter, the rules and logic

for non-churn-related tweets and churn-related tweets are different, thus the flow

should be differentiated. The lexicon dictionary that would be used is the modified

sentistrength_id. It was built based on the sentistrength sentiment lexicon model,

which is a model that uses linguistic rules and information to detect sentiment

values in short English texts. This model lexicon includes a dictionary of

sentiments, emoticons, expressions, booster words, negation words, and question

words. Except for negation words and question words, all sentstrength_id

dictionaries have a value range between -5 to +5. However, the modification of

sentistrength_id is different between the non-churn and churn ones.

4.3.1 Non-churn-related Tweets Sentiment Labelling

Valence Aware Dictionary for Sentiment Reasoning (VADER) algorithm is

used as the lexicon calculation method, to determine the sentiment label. The

VADER lexicon algorithm has been built in the Python Natural Language

Toolkit (NLTK) package and is an open-source package that can be

customized by the user. Due to the limitation of only the English language

which is compatible with the default VADER package, the researcher would

replace the English lexicon dictionary built into the package, with the

Indonesian lexicon dictionary (modified sentistrength_id). The Indonesian

lexicon dictionary used in the sentiment labeling for churn-related tweets

consists of a total of 2,323 lexicon keywords.

First, the tweet text needs to be separated from the other variables. It’s

because the initial data which is formatted as .csv needs to be converted

into .txt. Data which consists of more than 1 variable or column would not be

able to be processed as .txt, specifically for the VADER algorithm that we

would use for sentiment analysis. Here’s the code and the result of the

separated text as shown in Figure 4.13 below:
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1. import pandas as pd

2.

3. # Converting text input from .txt format to dataframe format

4. Corpus = pd.read_csv(r"C:/Users/Dell/Documents/Thesis/sentiment_smartfren/

5. df_nonchurn_cut-slang-stop.txt", encoding='latin-1',

6. header=None, sep="\t", names=['text'], usecols=['text'], dtype=str)

Figure 4.13 Separated Tweet Text

Next, the NLTK VADER package needs to be imported. Then, the default

lexicon dictionary could be modified using the Indonesian lexicon. During

the process, the lexicon dictionary would be inputted with the separated

keywords column and scores column. Below are the codes:

1. from nltk.sentiment.vader import SentimentIntensityAnalyzer

2. import nltk

3. nltk.downloader.download('vader_lexicon')

4. import json

5. import reprlib

6.

7. # using nltk VADER to customize the lexicon

8. sia1A, sia1B, sia2 = SentimentIntensityAnalyzer(), SentimentIntensityAnalyzer(),

SentimentIntensityAnalyzer()

9. # membersihkan leksikon VADER default

10. sia1A.lexicon.clear()

11. sia1B.lexicon.clear()

12. sia2.lexicon.clear()

13.

14. separated_senti_text =

pd.read_csv(r"C:/Users/Dell/Documents/Thesis/sentiment_smartfren/sentistrength_id/separated_s

enti_text.csv", header=None)
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15. separated_senti_score =

pd.read_csv(r"C:/Users/Dell/Documents/Thesis/sentiment_smartfren/sentistrength_id/separated_s

enti_score.csv", header=None)

After that, the inputted lexicon dictionary would be converted into .txt format

for both the separated keywords and scores. The results are shown in Figures

4.14 and 4.15 below:

1. separated_senti_text_list = separated_senti_text[0].tolist()

2. separated_senti_score_list = separated_senti_score[0].tolist()

Figure 4.14 Separated Lexicon Dictionary Keywords

Figure 4.15 Separated Lexicon Dictionary Score

After the lexicon dictionary has been inputted, we can do the lexicon

dictionary replacement. The lexicon labeling can be done afterward. First, the
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compound score would be calculated. Then, based on the compound score,

we can classify the sentiment as either positive or negative sentiment.

1. sia2.lexicon.update(zip(separated_senti_text_list, separated_senti_score_list))

2. print(reprlib.repr(sia2.lexicon))

3.

4. def is_positive_senti(tweet: str) -> bool:

5. """True if tweet has positive compound sentiment, False otherwise."""

6. return sia2.polarity_scores(tweet)["compound"] > 0

7.

8. tweets = Corpus["text"]

9.

10. # Classifying sentiment based on the compound value of sentiwords_id

11. output = r'C:\Users\Dell\Documents\Thesis\sentiment_smartfren\df_nonchurn_cut-slang-stop-lb-

senti.txt'

12. with open(output, 'w') as f:

13. for tweet in tweets:

14. if is_positive_senti(tweet) == True:

15. label = "pos"

16. else:

17. label = "neg"

18. f.write(str(label+'\n'))

The result below shows that from the non-churn-related tweets, there are

180,598 tweets with negative sentiment, while there are 70,802 tweets with

positive sentiment. This means, about 72% of all non-churn-related tweets

have negative sentiment, and 28% have positive sentiment. The results are

shown in Figures 4.16 and 4.17 below:

Figure 4.16 Non-churn-related Tweets Sentiment Labels
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Figure 4.17 Non-churn-related Tweets Sentiment Result

4.3.2 Churn-related Tweets Sentiment Labelling

Rule-based lexicon labeling would be implemented for dealing with churn-

related tweets. The rule would count the total of words’ score for each tweet

text, based on each keyword’s score contained in the modified

sentistrength_id lexicon dictionary. Churn-related lexicon dictionary is

different than the Non-churn lexicon dictionary because each keyword has 2-

4 words. As the researcher has explained previously, to detect churn-related

tweets’ sentiment, we need at least 2 words for each keyword within the

lexicon dictionary. In total, there are 42,210 churn-related keywords inside

the churn-related tweets dictionary. The churn-related tweets dictionary has a

lot higher number of keywords because it has many possibilities for word

combinations. For example, as the table shows below, the keyword that

contains 2 words like “Telkomsel bagus”, needs to have another variation of

words to deal with the tweet text’s possibility. The modified sentistrength_id

has been built to handle as many variations of words as possible as shown in

Table 4.3 below:

Table 4.3 Lexicon Dictionary Keywords to Handle Churn-related Tweet Text
Variations

Tweet Sentence Keyword Text Keyword Score

“Sinyal nya Telkomsel bagus

ya”

Telkomsel bagus -5

“Bagus Telkomsel daripada

Smartfren”

Bagus Telkomsel -5

“Bagusnya Telkomsel daripada

Smartfren”

Bagusnya

Telkomsel

-5

To process the tweet text, the churn-related tweets need to be inputted in .txt

format, in which the process is the same as the previous non-churn-related

tweets input process. After that, we need to input the negation keywords
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which consist of Indonesian negative words. Negation keywords need to be

added for the rules of the sentiment labeling that later would be explained.

And then, the lexicon words are also converted into the list as well. Here’s the

code for the negation words and lexicon list conversion:

1. negasi = ["tidak", "tidaklah", "tdk", "tak", "tdak", "tidk",

2. "bukan", "bukanlah", "bukannya","ngga", "nggak", "enggak",

3. "nggaknya", "kagak", "gak", "anti", "kurang", "ga", "g",

4. "kgk", "not", "no"]

5.

6. lexicon_word = lexicon['text'].to_list()

7. #lexicon_num_words = lexicon['number_of_words']

Next, the labeling is conducted using the sentiment rules. There are several

logical steps of how the rules worked:

1. The rules are contained in the function called “sentiment_scoring”. The

sentiment_scoring function iterates the rules per text and would continue

to examine the next row when the lexicon score for a particular row has

been calculated. First, a Sentiment list is created to store the sentiment

score result for all the tweet text.

1. def sentiment_scoring(df_tweet):

2. sentiment_list = []

2. The first level loop is created (for the tweet in df_tweet) to tokenize or

separate text sentences into each word using the word_tokenize function.

The tokenized words would later be stored in the list called (list_tweet).

And the number of words input is counted, to be used for identifying the

number of words.

1. for tweet in df_tweet:

2. #print(tweet)

3. list_tweet = word_tokenize(tweet)

4.

5. #adding 2-4 words to list tweet to be compared with list

6. lexicon later

7. word_count = len(list_tweet)
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3. The first second-level loop is then storing the combination of 2-4 words

to the list_tweet from the tweet text one by one within the text sentence

in a particular row. All the word combinations are then appended to the

list_tweet.

1. for i in range(word_count):

2. if(word_count - i == 1):

3. break;

4.

5. text_2_word = str(list_tweet[i] +' '+ list_tweet[i+1])

6. list_tweet.append(text_2_word)

7.

8. if(word_count - i <= 2):

9. continue;

10.

11. text_3_word = str(list_tweet[i] +' '+ list_tweet[i+1] +

12. ' '+ list_tweet[i+2])

13. list_tweet.append(text_3_word)

14.

15. if(word_count - i <= 3):

16. continue;

17.

18. text_4_word = str(list_tweet[i] +' '+ list_tweet[i+1] +

19. ' '+ list_tweet[i+2] + ' '+list_tweet[i+3])

20. list_tweet.append(text_4_word)

4. Next, the listed word combinations within a particular row are compared

with the lexicon dictionary. The corresponding keyword’s score is stored

in “sentiment_temp”. But first, the rule would check if the detected

keyword score has the negation word before, the sentiment score would

be the opposite. For example, “Mahal Smartfren” keyword has a negative

sentiment score. But, if that keyword has negation right before it, such as

“Enggak mahal Smartfren”, then it would later turn the keyword score to

a positive sentiment score. When all the word combinations have been

checked in a particular row, the rule would accumulate the total score of

all the keyword scores that were found on the lexicon score and store the

total score in the “sentiment_list”. The rule would continue to do the

sentiment calculation for the next rows.
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1. # Sentiment Scoring by lexicon

2. sentiment_temp = 0

3.

4.

5. for word_counter in range(len(list_tweet)):

6. #print(list_tweet[word_counter])

7.

8. word_to_search = list_tweet[word_counter]

9. word_before = None

10. if word_counter > 0:

11. word_before = list_tweet[word_counter-1]

12.

13. if word_before != None:

14. if word_before in negasi:

15. sentiment_temp += -

16. (lex_dict.get(word_to_search, 0))

17. continue;

18.

19. sentiment_temp += lex_dict.get(word_to_search,0)

20.

21.

22. sentiment_list.append(sentiment_temp)

23.

24.

25.

26. return sentiment_list

4.4 Sentiment Classification and Evaluation

This study uses SVM as a classification algorithm (classifier). The training data and

test data were obtained from each feature extraction result (term presence, BoW,

and TF-IDF) and lexicon labeling results (InSet and sentistrength_id). The

algorithm used for sentiment classification utilizes the svm, accuracy_score,

model_selection, and LabelEncoder modules from scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al.,

2011). SVM with a linear kernel was chosen as a classifier because the

classification carried out in this study was in the form of binary or linear

classification. For the record, the random_state parameter in the classifier is used to

produce measurable randomization. For reasons of simplicity, the regularization

parameter in the classifier is not configured, it is left at default (C=1.0).

First, the SVM classifier should be defined. We also need to set the random state

to keep the same result every time we run the classification. Next, the tweet text
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with its sentiment label data should be inputted. In total, there are 263,258 rows of

tweet text that are going to be processed. Below are the codes and the data that is

inputted, as shown in Figure 4.18:

1. clf = svm.SVC(kernel='linear', random_state=42)

2. .chdir(r'C:\Users\Freekek\Documents\Thesis\sentiment_smartfren')

3. base = r'C:/Users/Freekek/Documents/Thesis/sentiment_smartfren/for_classification.txt'

4. Corpus = pd.read_csv(base, encoding='latin-1', header=None, sep='\t', names=['text', 'label'], dtype=str)

Figure 4.18 Data Input for Classification

Next, the data input would be split into a list of words. But before that, we need to

define that the data training and testing would be tested using the same dataset. Then,

every sentence can be broken down into a list of words (words tokenization). Here

are the codes and the result of the tokenization, as shown in Figure 4.19 below:

1. # Define that we're going to use the inputted data for both the training and testing process

2. LL = Corpus[['label']]

3. LLmark = 0

4.

5. # Step - a : Delete the blank rows (if exist)

6. Corpus['text'].dropna(inplace=True)

7. # # Step - b : lower case all the words

8. # Corpus['text'] = [entry.lower() for entry in Corpus['text']] # we've done this in '[1] text cleaning.ipynb'

9. # Step - c : Tokenisasi : Breaking the sentence into list of words
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10. Corpus['text']= [word_tokenize(entry) for entry in Corpus['text']]

11.

12. for index,entry in enumerate(Corpus['text']):

13. # Define list to save the list of words according to the rule

14. Final_words = []

15. for word in entry:

16. # Consider only the alphabet

17. if word.isalpha():

18. word_Final = word

19. Final_words.append(word_Final)

20. Corpus.loc[index,'text_final'] = str(Final_words)

Figure 4.19 Word Tokenization for Classification

Next, the data input would be split into test and train data. The data is split with a

70:30 ratio. It means, 70% of the data would be used for training and 30% of the data

would be used for testing. During the process, the sentiment label (positive and

negative) is also encoded into 0 and 1. Here are the codes and the output as shown in

Figure 4.20 below:

1. #Split the data with 70:30 ratio

2. Train_X, Test_X, Train_Y, Test_Y = model_selection.train_test_split(Corpus['text_final'],

3. LL['label'],test_size=0.3, random_state=42)

4. Train_Y_Actual, Test_Y_Actual = model_selection.train_test_split(Corpus['label'],

5. test_size=0.3, random_state=42)

6.

7. # Encode the sentiment label into numbers between 0 and class_n-1

8. Encoder = LabelEncoder()

9. Train_Y = Encoder.fit_transform(Train_Y)

10. Test_Y = Encoder.fit_transform(Test_Y)

11. Train_Y_Actual = Encoder.fit_transform(Train_Y_Actual)

12. Test_Y_Actual = Encoder.fit_transform(Test_Y_Actual)
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Figure 4.20 Data Split and Label Encoding

After doing so, the data is ready for the classification process using SVM. The

classification would be separated into 3 ways using different feature extractions,

which are Count Vectorizer, Bags of Words (BoW), and Term Frequency and

Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF). As mentioned in the previous part, the

result of classification using each feature extraction would be compared afterward.

Here are the codes for Count Vectorizer SVM Classification:

1. from sklearn.feature_extraction.text import CountVectorizer

2.

3. # binary=True means the frequency is not considered

4. vectorizerTP = CountVectorizer(binary=True)
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5. X = vectorizerTP.fit_transform(Corpus['text_final'])

6.

7. # Transform Train_X and Test_X to Count Vectorizer vector

8. Train_X_TP = vectorizerTP.transform(Train_X)

9. Test_X_TP = vectorizerTP.transform(Test_X)

10.

11. # fitting training data with classifier

12. clf.fit(Train_X_TP,Train_Y)

13. # predicting trained data using testing data

14. predictions_SVM_TP = clf.predict(Test_X_TP)

15.

16. # Using accuracy function to get the accuracy number

17. accuracy_tp = accuracy_score(Test_Y_Actual, predictions_SVM_TP)*100

18. print('SVM Accuracy Score -> ', accuracy_tp)

19.

20. # Comparing Lexicon value with prediction value

21. df = pd.DataFrame({'Lexicon Values':Test_Y, 'Predicted Values':predictions_SVM_TP})

Here are the codes for Bags of Words (BoW) SVM Classification:

1. from sklearn.feature_extraction.text import CountVectorizer

2.

3. vectorizer = CountVectorizer()

4. X = vectorizer.fit_transform(Corpus['text_final'])

5.

6. # Transform Train_X dan Test_X to BoW vector

7. Train_X_BoW = vectorizer.transform(Train_X)

8. Test_X_BoW = vectorizer.transform(Test_X)

9.

10. # fitting training data on classifier

11. clf.fit(Train_X_BoW,Train_Y)

12. # predicting trained data using testing data

13. predictions_SVM_BoW = clf.predict(Test_X_BoW)

14.

15. # Using accuracy function to get the accuracy number

16. accuracy_bow = accuracy_score(Test_Y_Actual, predictions_SVM_BoW)*100

17. print('SVM Accuracy Score -> ',accuracy_bow)

Here are the codes for TF-IDF SVM Classification:

1. Tfidf_vect = TfidfVectorizer()

2. Tfidf_vect.fit(Corpus['text_final'])

3.

4. X = Tfidf_vect.fit_transform(Corpus['text_final'])
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5.

6. # Transform Train_X dan Test_X to TF-IDF vector

7. Train_X_Tfidf = Tfidf_vect.transform(Train_X)

8. Test_X_Tfidf = Tfidf_vect.transform(Test_X)

9.

10. # fitting training data on classifier

11. clf.fit(Train_X_Tfidf,Train_Y)

12. # predicting trained data using testing data

13. predictions_SVM_Tfidf = clf.predict(Test_X_Tfidf)

14.

15. # Using accuracy function to get the accuracy number

16. accuracy_tfidf = accuracy_score(Test_Y_Actual, predictions_SVM_Tfidf)*100

17. print('SVM Accuracy Score -> ',accuracy_tfidf)

To evaluate the result of the prediction, we need to use a confusion matrix to get the

precision, accuracy, and f1-score value for each of the feature extraction results.

The evaluation result would be compared, and the result with the higher evaluation

value would be chosen for the most optimal result of SVM classification. Here are

the codes to evaluate the prediction.

1. # Create confusion matrix from prediction label againts actual label

2. from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix

3.

4.

5. y_true = Test_Y_Actual

6.

7. ## Term presence ##

8. print('Confusion Matrix - Term presence')

9. y_pred = predictions_SVM_TP

10. conf_matrix = confusion_matrix(y_true, y_pred, labels=[1,0])

11. print(conf_matrix, conf_matrix.sum())
12.

13. ## BoW ##

14. print('\nConfusion Matrix - BoW')

15. y_pred = predictions_SVM_BoW

16. conf_matrix = confusion_matrix(y_true, y_pred, labels=[1,0])

17. print(conf_matrix, conf_matrix.sum())
18.

19. ## TF-IDF ##
20. print('\nConfusion Matrix - TF-IDF')
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21. y_pred = predictions_SVM_Tfidf

22. conf_matrix = confusion_matrix(y_true, y_pred, labels=[1,0])

23. print(conf_matrix, conf_matrix.sum())

Here’s the result of the precision, accuracy, and f1-score for each feature extraction

classification, as shown in Figure 4.21 below:

Figure 4.21 Evaluation Result

4.5 Topic Categorization

In the topic categorization stage, the labeled data would be categorized based on its

text topic which is related to the telecommunication company topic. The

categorization is conducted using keywords inside the text. In this case, the text

could have 1 or more than 1 topic, because sometimes Twitter users are not only

talking about 1 topic. For example, in the tweet text like this, “Kemarin koneksi

jaringan Smartfren lemot banget, udah mahal lagi harganya”, the tweet can be

categorized for both network and product (price) topic. During the visualization

later, we will be able to select multiple tweet topics, because the researcher would

like to use binary values (0 and 1) to define a particular topic. Each topic would

have its own column, where 1 means that the tweet text belongs to a particular

category, and 0 means that the tweet text does not belong to a particular category.

Below is a simple example of the expected output for topic categorization:

Table 4.4 Topic Categorization Labelling Result

Tweet examples Network Product Gaming Streaming
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Experience Experience Experience Experience

“Smartfren murah

banget”

0 1 0 0

“Keren smartfren udah

murah, lancar juga

jaringan nya”

1 1 0 0

“Buat nge game sama

nonton film Smartfren

lancar banget”

1 0 1 1

First, the keywords which defined each topic should be listed. There are dozens of

keywords, including any possible variations of keywords that are listed. Therefore

the details of these keywords are attached in the Appendix. After the keywords are

listed, the rules are created to search any keywords contained within each tweet text.

Below are the codes for detecting the topics:

1. # network_keyword_level_1

2. sf_tweet.loc[sf_tweet.clean_text.str.contains('|'.join(network_keyword_level_1)),

'network_category_level_1'] = 1

3. sf_tweet['network_category_level_1'] = sf_tweet['network_category_level_1'].fillna(value=0)

4.

5. # product_keyword_level_1

6. sf_tweet.loc[sf_tweet.clean_text.str.contains('|'.join(product_keyword_level_1)),

'product_category_level_1'] = 1

7. sf_tweet['product_category_level_1'] = sf_tweet['product_category_level_1'].fillna(value=0)

8.

9. # customer_service_keyword_level_1

10. sf_tweet.loc[sf_tweet.clean_text.str.contains('|'.join(customer_service_keyword_level_1)),

'customer_service_category_level_1'] = 1

11. sf_tweet['customer_service_category_level_1'] =

sf_tweet['customer_service_category_level_1'].fillna(value=0)

12.

13. # video_keyword_level_2

14. sf_tweet.loc[sf_tweet.clean_text.str.contains('|'.join(video_keyword_level_2)), 'video_category_level_2']

= 1

15. sf_tweet['video_category_level_2'] = sf_tweet['video_category_level_2'].fillna(value=0)

16.

17. # games_keyword_level_2
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18. sf_tweet.loc[sf_tweet.clean_text.str.contains('|'.join(games_keyword_level_2)), 'games_category_level_2']

= 1

19. sf_tweet['games_category_level_2'] = sf_tweet['games_category_level_2'].fillna(value=0)

20.

21. # social_media_keyword_level_2

22. sf_tweet.loc[sf_tweet.clean_text.str.contains('|'.join(social_media_keyword_level_2)),

'social_media_category_level_2'] = 1

23. sf_tweet['social_media_category_level_2'] = sf_tweet['social_media_category_level_2'].fillna(value=0)

24.

25. # video_call_experience_keyword_level_2

26. sf_tweet.loc[sf_tweet.clean_text.str.contains('|'.join(video_call_experience_keyword_level_2)),

'video_call_experience_category_level_2'] = 1

27. sf_tweet['video_call_experience_category_level_2'] =

sf_tweet['video_call_experience_category_level_2'].fillna(value=0)

28.

29. # voice_call_experience_keyword_level_2

30. sf_tweet.loc[sf_tweet.clean_text.str.contains('|'.join(voice_call_experience_keyword_level_2)),

'voice_call_experience_category_level_2'] = 1

31. sf_tweet['voice_call_experience_category_level_2'] =

sf_tweet['voice_call_experience_category_level_2'].fillna(value=0)

32.

33. # download_experience_keyword_level_2

34. sf_tweet.loc[sf_tweet.clean_text.str.contains('|'.join(download_experience_keyword_level_2)),

'download_experience_category_level_2'] = 1

35. sf_tweet['download_experience_category_level_2'] =

sf_tweet['download_experience_category_level_2'].fillna(value=0)

36.

37. # upload_experience_keyword_level_2

38. sf_tweet.loc[sf_tweet.clean_text.str.contains('|'.join(upload_experience_keyword_level_2)),

'upload_experience_category_level_2'] = 1

39. sf_tweet['upload_experience_category_level_2'] =

sf_tweet['upload_experience_category_level_2'].fillna(value=0)

40.

41. # coverage_keyword_level_2

42. sf_tweet.loc[sf_tweet.clean_text.str.contains('|'.join(coverage_keyword_level_2)),

'coverage_category_level_2'] = 1

43. sf_tweet['coverage_category_level_2'] = sf_tweet['coverage_category_level_2'].fillna(value=0)
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4.6 Sudden Sentiment Change Tagging

In this stage, the tweets are going to be categorized based on their sentiment change,

whether a particular tweet from a Twitter user has a higher or lower sentiment score

from his/her previous tweet which mentions Smartfren. The rule is created to tag

the tweet sentiment change. However, the sentiment change tagging would be

applied for the tweets that have a sentiment score change from a positive score to a

negative score, and vice versa.

1. def numbering_tweet_by_username_and_sentiment_change(x):

2. # Sort the tweets based on the upload dates of the tweets, for each

3. username of the Twitter account

4. # Then, add the value for number of tweets by username

5. df_numbering = sf_tweet[sf_tweet['username'] == x].sort_values(by='date')

6. for i in range(df_numbering.shape[0]):

7. temp = int(df_numbering[i:i+1].tweet_id)

8. sf_tweet.loc[sf_tweet.tweet_id == temp, 'number_of_tweet_by_username']

9. = int(i+1)

10.

11. # Compare the score between 2 tweets, then the polarity of those 2 tweets

12. if df_numbering.shape[0] > 1:

13. for i in range(1, df_numbering.shape[0]+1):

14. if i == df_numbering.shape[0]:

15. break;

16.

17. i = int(i)

18.

19. id_a = df_numbering[i-1:i].tweet_id.values[0]

20. id_b = df_numbering[i:i+1].tweet_id.values[0]

21.

22. score_a = df_numbering.loc[df_numbering.tweet_id==id_a,

23. 'sentiment_score'].values[0]

24. score_b = df_numbering.loc[df_numbering.tweet_id==id_b,

25. 'sentiment_score'].values[0]

26.

27. polarity_a = df_numbering.loc[df_numbering.tweet_id==id_a,

28. 'sentiment'].values[0]

29. polarity_b = df_numbering.loc[df_numbering.tweet_id==id_b,

30. 'sentiment'].values[0]

31.

32. if score_b > score_a:

33. sf_tweet.loc[sf_tweet.tweet_id == id_b,
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34. 'Sentiment_changing_before_by_username'] = 'Sentiment_Up'

35. elif score_b < score_a:

36. sf_tweet.loc[sf_tweet.tweet_id == id_b,

37. 'Sentiment_changing_before_by_username'] = 'Sentiment_Down'

38. else:

39. sf_tweet.loc[sf_tweet.tweet_id==id_b,

40. 'Sentiment_changing_before_by_username'] = 'Sentiment_stable'

41.

42. if polarity_a=='neg' > polarity_b=='pos':

43. sf_tweet.loc[sf_tweet.tweet_id == id_b, 'Sudden_Changes'] =

44. 'to_positive'

45. elif polarity_a=='pos' > polarity_b=='neg':

46. sf_tweet.loc[sf_tweet.tweet_id == id_b, 'Sudden_Changes'] =

47. 'to_negative'

48. else:

49. sf_tweet.loc[sf_tweet.tweet_id==id_b, 'Sudden_Changes'] =

50. 'no_change'
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CHAPTER V

Discussions

This chapter will present the results of the data processing, which includes the data

insights and sentiment accuracy explanations. The research questions that have been

described at the beginning of the research document are going to be answered in this

chapter. Data insights elaboration is being done by using data visualizations that have

been processed using Power BI software, while the sentiment accuracy explanation

would be based on the result of sentiment classification and evaluation that has been

gathered from Chapter 4.

5.1 Data Insights

The data insights would be discussed in 4 main parts which would also answer the

research questions. All main parts are the result has been adjusted to Smartfren business

questions regarding social media analysis back in 2021. It would be visualized in the

form of a data dashboard, as it would be more convenient to read and understand the

data. The dashboard is consisting of 7 pages in total.

5.1.1 The Total of Positive and Negative Tweets and The Most Discussed

Customer Experience Aspects

There are 2 pages of data dashboard which would elaborate the total of positive

and negative tweets, as well as the most discussed aspects of customer

experience. On the first page, we can see several parts of data visualization:

1. Total tweet sentiment by month and Percentage of the tweet

2. Total percentage of level 1 experience and the total amount of level 2

network experience

Below is the result of the page 1 data dashboard that represents the total tweet

sentiment from January 2019 to September 2021 as shown in Figure 5.1:
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Figure 5.1 The Total of Positive and Negative Tweets and The Most Discussed
Customer Experience Aspects

From figure 30 above, we can see that in total there are more negative

tweets compared to positive ones, with 70.5% or 181k of negative tweets and

only 29.5% or 75.7k of positive tweets, which come from Twitter users who

mentioned Smartfren. Over 2.5 years, the data also shows that every month, the

total of negative tweets is also higher than positive ones, October with the

highest percentage of negative tweets (77.4%), while July has the lowest

percentage of negative tweets (61.5%).

Moving on to the most discussed aspects of customer experience, both

product experience and network experience are the most discussed topics which

represent 37.8% and 37.5% of all tweets level 1 topics being discussed

respectively. If we break down the most discussed network experience based on

level 2 topics, coverage experience is the most discussed topic (42.7%),

followed by social media experience (31.3%) and games experience (14.8%).

Going into the sentiment of the experience aspects itself, all the level 1

and level 2 topics have a higher number of negative tweets. In terms of level 1

topics, network experience has the highest negative tweets (69%), followed by

customer service experience (66%), and product experience (65%). Level 2

network-related topics breakdown shows that the upload experience has the

highest proportion of negative tweets (72.9%), while the video streaming

experience has the lowest proportion of negative tweets (53.4%).
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Figures below are page 2 of the data dashboard which shows the

amount of positive and negative tweets for all network-related level 2 topics in

each month. The visualization below shows the accumulation of tweets over

2.5 years for each month because there might be changes in the most discussed

level 2 topics for each month as shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 below:

Figure 5.2 Total of Positive Tweets per Experience by Month

Figure 5.3 Total of Negative Tweets per Experience by Month

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 above show that the highest amount of positive and negative

tweets throughout the months are mainly consisting of coverage experience,

social media experience, and games experience. Although in August, video

streaming experience jumped into the top 3 most discussed topics for positive

sentiment.
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5.1.2 The Total of Sudden Sentiment Changes and Cause of Sentiment Change

There are 3 pages of data dashboards that would elaborate on the total of

positive and negative sudden sentiment change, as well as the causes of

sentiment change. Positive sudden sentiment change means that the tweet from

a particular user who mentioned Smartfren suddenly changed from negative to

positive sentiment, and vice versa. On the first page, we can see several parts of

data visualization:

1. Total of sudden sentiment change and the effect of engagement rate

2. General causes of sudden sentiment change

3. Detailed causes of sudden sentiment change

Below is the result of the page 1 data dashboard that represents the total tweet

sentiment from January 2019 to September 2021, as shown in Figure 5.4:

Figure 5.4 Total of sudden sentiment change and the effect of engagement rate

According to Figure 5.4 above, the total of all sudden sentiment change over 2.5

years is around 126k. The total of positive sudden sentiment change is 101k,

which is 4 times higher than the total of negative sudden sentiment change (only

26k). Throughout the months, August has the highest total amount of negative

sentiment sudden change, while July has the highest total amount of positive

sentiment sudden change. It can be seen, that based on the correlation line, the

impact of engagement rate is significant towards the total amount of sudden

sentiment change. The fluctuations of every month’s total sentiment change are

proportional to the increase or decrease in the average engagement rate. When
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the average engagement rate is higher, then the sudden sentiment change total

would also be higher in a certain month. It means, the engagement rate which

defines how impactful the tweet opinions are, does affect the other users’

perception or sentiment. The details are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 below:

Figure 5.5 Total of Positive Sudden Sentiment Change Level 1 Cause by Month

Figure 5.6 Total of Negative Sudden Sentiment Change Level 1 Cause by Month

Based on figures 5.5 and 5.6 above, most of the sudden sentiment

changes are caused by product experience and network experience. About more

than 30-40% of all positive and negative sudden sentiment changes are caused

by those 2 experiences. Based on this finding, the worthiness of the products

(product prices and irrelevant product packages) is the most prominent caused
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by the sentiment change. In January, July-September, and December, the

highest cause of positive sudden sentiment change is product experience, while

network experience is the highest cause for the other months. For negative

sudden sentiment change, all months have product experience as the highest

cause of sudden sentiment change, except for April and October where network

experience is the main issue. The details are shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8

below:

Figure 5.7 Total of Positive Sudden Sentiment Change per Level 2 Network

Cause by Month

Figure 5.8 Total of Negative Sudden Sentiment Change per Level 2 Network

Cause by Month
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Figures 5.7 and 5.8 above shows that for both positive and negative sudden

sentiment change, the highest causes are coverage experience (around 42-45%

of total sudden sentiment change), social media experience (around 28-33% of

total sudden sentiment change), and games experience (around 15-33% of total

sudden sentiment change). Over several months, the top 3 highest causes are

still the same as the total ones for each month.

5.1.3 The Total of Churn-related Tweets and Cause of Churn

There are 3 pages of data dashboard which would elaborate the total of positive

and negative churn, as well as the causes of churn. Positive churn means that

there’s an indication of users converting from another telecommunication

provider to use Smartfren products, and vice versa. On the first page, we can

see several parts of data visualization:

1. Total churn and the effect of engagement rate

2. General causes of churn

3. Detailed causes of churn

Below is the result of the page 1 data dashboard that represents the total tweet

sentiment from January 2019 to September 2021, as shown in Figure 5.9:

Figure 5.9 Total Churn and The Effect of Engagement Rate

According to Figure 5.9 above, over 2.5 years, there are more tweets, which

indicated positive churn compared to negative churn, with 57.5% (6.7k) of

churn-related tweets considered positive churn, and 42.5% (4.9k) considered
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negative churn. Throughout the entire month, positive churn always has a

higher proportion than negative churn. The highest proportion of positive

churn happened in November (63.5%), while the lowest proportion happened

in April (51.5%).

The impact of positive and negative tweets’ engagement rates is

significant towards the amount of churn that happened each month. If we look

at the total of negative churn and negative engagement rate by month, we can

see that with the higher engagement rate of negative tweets in a particular

month, the amount of negative churn will also be higher in the next month, and

vice versa. The same effect happened with the positive churn as well. It’s

because, if the average engagement rate of negative tweets is higher, the

likeliness of other users’ perceptions who saw the tweets to be affected by the

tweets’ sentiment would be higher. It means that the engagement rate

represents how impactful the tweets are to the other users’ perspective towards

Smartfren, as shown in Figure 5.10 below:

Figure 5.10 Level 1 Causes of Churn

Figure 5.10 above shows the causes of negative and positive churn,

based on level 1 causes. It can be seen, that both negative and positive churn is

caused by mostly network experience and product experience. Each cause

represents around more than 40% of all churn causes. It means network

stability for certain uses and product worthiness (price and package) are the

most prominent causes of churn. For each month, the highest cause of churn
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was dominated by either network issues or product issues, as shown in Figures

5.11 and 5.12 below:

Figure 5.11 Total of Positive Churn per Level 2 Network Causes by Month

Figure 5.12 Total of Negative Churn per Level 2 Network Causes by Month

Figures 5.11 and 5.12 above show that the highest amount of positive and

negative churn throughout the months is mainly caused by coverage experience,

social media experience, and games experience. Although during August and

September, video streaming experience jumped into the top 3 highest causes of

positive churn.

5.2 Model Evaluation

To find out the performance of the model more specifically, the classification

model is then evaluated using a classification report. The data used for evaluation
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is training data (text and labels) from the initial test. The algorithm used utilizes

the prediction module from scikit-learn. The training data used in the initial test

has been divided into 80% for evaluation training data and 20% for evaluation test

data.

As we recall the theory that has been explained in the previous chapter, there are

four ways to determine if the predictions were accurate or not:

 True Negative (TN): the actual was negative and predicted negative

 True Positive (TP): the actual was positive and predicted positive

 False Negative (FN): the actual was positive but predicted negative

 False Positive (FP): the actual was negative but predicted positive

All four ways above would be summarized using the calculation of precision,

recall, and F1 score. The classification result of 3 feature extraction methods

would be compared, to see which feature extraction is the best suited for the

classification, and therefore the highest classification result values would be taken.

Classification result values are ranged from 0-1, with the higher value indicating

the better result. For every precision, recall, and F1 score in each feature

extraction, we can see that there are 2 rows of values, which are row 0 and row 1.

Row 0 described the result values for negative sentiment prediction, while row 1

represents the result values for positive sentiment prediction. The values with the

red marks are the result for each feature extraction method:
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Figure 5.13 Classification Report Result

Precision value represents the percentage of predictions that were correct,

or the ability of a classifier to not label a case that is actually negative as positive.

It is described for each class as the proportion of true positives to the total of

true positives and false positives, or TP/(TP+FP). In the result, we can see that

for the positive sentiment prediction, all the feature extraction methods have

0.94 or 94% precision. For the negative sentiment prediction, both Term

Presence (Count Vectorizer) and BoW have 0.98 or 98% precision, while TF-

IDF has 0.97 or 97% precision. It means that negative sentiment prediction has a

slightly higher proportion of true prediction of around 97% to 98% for each

feature extraction, while there are 94 % of all the positive sentiment true

predictions.

Recall value is the percentage of positive cases that can be found, or the

classifier’s ability to find all the positive sentiments. It is described as the

proportion of true positives to the total of true positives and false negatives for

each class, or TP/(TP+FN). In the result above, for positive sentiment recall,

both Term Presence (Count Vectorizer) and Bags of Words (BoW) have 0.94 or

94% of recall, while TF-IDF has 0.93 or 93% of recall. For the negative

sentiment, both BoW and TF-IDF have 0.98 or 98% recall, while Term Presence
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(Count Vectorizer) has 0.97 or 97% recall. It means that negative sentiment has

a slightly higher proportion of negative sentiment that can be found of around

97% to 98% for each feature extraction, while there are 93% to 94 % of all the

positive sentiment can be found.

The F1 score is the percentage of positive predictions that were correct.

Since F1 scores incorporate precision and recall into their computation, they are

typically lower than accuracy measures. It is often recommended to compare

classifier models using the weighted average of F1, rather than overall accuracy.

In this case, the result of the positive sentiment F1 score is 0.94 or 94% for all

the feature extraction methods, which means there are 94% of positive

predictions that were correctly predicted using the classifier. For negative

sentiment F1 score, both Term Presence (Count Vectorizer) and TF-IDF have

0.97 or 97% of F1 score, while BoW has 0.98 or 98% of F1 recall. It means that

negative sentiment has more correct predictions for about 97% to 98% of all

negative sentiment predictions, while positive sentiment has 94% correct

predictions.

Lastly, the accuracy value is used to summarize all the values above

(precision, recall, and f1 score). It is used to describe the number of correct

predictions over entire predictions. The calculation that is conducted to get the

accuracy value is (TP+TN) / (Dataset Size). According to the result, BoW has

the highest accuracy with 97% of correct predictions, while Term Presence

(Count Vectorizer) and TF-IDF have slightly lower accuracy of 96%.

The accuracy can be increased by employing larger datasets of the

lexical dictionaries to label the sentiment, as well as the training and testing

datasets, as shown by the F-1 score result comparison of this research with the

other previous research which used the same SVM algorithm as the classifier

and feature extractions. This research has higher accuracy than several similar

previous research, such as the research conducted by Vidya et al. (2015),

Saragih and Girsang (2017), and Abdillah et al. (2021) due to the larger amount

of data for training and/or the lexical resources for the sentiment tagging. The

result of F1 score for this research is 97%, while Vidya et al. (2015) have an

89.33% of F1-score, Saragih, and Girsang (2017) have an 80.1% of F1 score and

61.1% of F1-score. This research used a total of 44,533 words for the lexical
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dictionary, compared to the 10,218 words used by Abdillah et al. (2021) to label

the sentiment. In terms of training and testing data, this research used 292,547

tweets in total, whereas Abdillah et al. (2021) used 1,912 tweets Vidya et al.

(2015) used 10,000 tweets, and Saragih and Girsang (2017) used 1,000 tweets.

These significant data differences may have made the accuracy result different.

In addition, the usage of several classifier algorithms can be done to make sure

that the accuracy given is the best accuracy from the best algorithm, like what

Vidya et al. (2015) have previously done. Due to the lack of computing

resources for processing much larger data than the other research, the researcher

only used 1 algorithm. Therefore, the utilization of larger datasets and lexical

dictionaries, as well as utilizing several classifier algorithms can give better

accuracy in the future.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

This chapter includes recommendations and suggestions for more research based on

research that has already been done, results that respond to the formulation of the

problem, and prove current hypotheses.

6.1 Conclusion

1. Sentiment analysis has been used to discover the positive and negative tweets

regarding Smartfren brand, according to the customer experience shared on

Twitter's social media platform. Inside of the tweets, the most discussed topics

can also be identified using certain keywords according to the most important

customer experience aspects in the telecommunication industry. The most

important details are that there are more negative tweets compared to positive

ones over 2.5 years (70.5% of negative tweets), with October being the month

with the highest percentage of negative tweets and July having the lowest

percentage of negative tweets. The most discussed aspects of customer

experience are product experience and network experience, with 37.8% and

37.5% of all tweets level 1 topics being discussed respectively. It means the

stability of the network (in many apps usage) and product worthiness (prices

and suitable product package content) are the most discussed topics that

determined the sentiment of the tweets. Most of the network-related positive

and negative tweets throughout the months are mainly discussing coverage

experience, social media experience, and games experience, with video

streaming experience jumping into the top 3 most discussed topics for positive

sentiment in August.

2. There are many Twitter users who changed their perspective about Smartfren

after they used Smartfren products or after they see what other users think

about this brand. The perception of users is fluctuating according to the level of

influence that the users get inside of the platform and might be caused by

certain reasons behind. The total amount of sudden sentiment change over 2.5

years is 126k, with positive sudden sentiment change being 4 times higher than

negative sudden sentiment change. The average engagement rate (%) for each

positive and negative tweet is impacting the number of sudden sentiment

changes. The higher the engagement rate, the more sudden sentiment change
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happened in a particular period, and vice versa. Most of the sudden sentiment

changes are caused by product experience and network experience, with

product experience being the highest cause in January, July-September, and

December. It means the users’ cause of sentiment sudden change varied from

network stability, or product prices and package worthiness. Over several

months, the top 3 highest causes of network-related sudden sentiment changes

are still the same as the total ones for each month, which are coverage

experience, social media experience, and games experience respectively.

3. Inside of the tweets' content, the likeliness of churn can be identified based on

certain keywords that may lead to churning from one provider brand to another.

Over 2.5 years, there has been more positive churn than negative churn, with

57.5% (6.7k) of churn-related tweets considered positive churn. The highest

proportion of positive churn happened in November (63.5%), while the lowest

proportion happened in April (51.5%). The impact of positive and negative

tweets' engagement rate is significant towards the amount of churn, as the

higher engagement rate of negative tweets in a particular month, the amount of

negative churn will also be higher in the next month. The result shows that both

negative and positive churn is caused by mostly network experience and

product experience, with the network-caused churn mostly being caused by

coverage experience, social media experience, and games experience. For the

product cause of churn, it means that the churn is caused by the appropriateness

of product price and worthiness of product package or bundling.

6.2 Suggestion

1. For the related company, the result of the customer experience satisfaction from

social media that has been analyzed, could be validated by doing

synchronization with technical telecommunication assessment and testing. It’s

because the result presented using social media sentiment analysis only

represents the subjective (yet real) perspective from the customer or user of

Smartfren. According to Haryadi (2018), any of the customer experience surveys

or analyses that come from telecommunication users can be varied according to

the subjective assessment, certain psychological conditions, and influence from

other media. Therefore, the real quality of customer experience needs to be

further assessed and synchronized by using technical evaluation using
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International Telecommunication Standard (ITU) standard. However, due to the

time-sensitive actions that Smartfren needs to do immediately, in accordance

with the improvement of customer experience, Smartfren could use the insights

of the sentiment analysis result. Some of the key actions for the near future are:

a. Maintain a higher average engagement rate for positive tweets in social

media, specifically Twitter, by continuously running the marketing

campaign, inviting influencers and public figures to help to promote

Smartfren products, and improving the quality and coverage of customer

service on the Twitter platform. This way, the dominance of negative

sentiment tweets could be polarized and shifted to the positive sentiment, by

the positive campaign that might gain a lot of attention from the Twitter user.

b. Hold a special meeting with other connected departments in charge of the

Smartfren network coverage and product strategy, as they are the most

prominent cause of sudden sentiment change and churn.

i. Network coverage: Evaluation related to the coverage strategy could be

further conducted, in response to the dominance of coverage experience

which caused negative sentiment. The improvement of network

coverage can be conducted by providing a wider area of the network,

especially in a more remote area and area which has the most Smartfren

users. By doing this, Smartfren would be able to retain the existing

users and gain more users.

ii. Product strategy: The adjustment of product packages and product

bundling should be conducted according to the needs of the customer.

Further research about what customers often do on their mobile phones

can be done, in order to adjust product offers according to the customer

needs. The price can further be adjusted according to the user

segmentation.

c. The whole workflow of the sentiment analysis could later be deployed in the

cloud computing platform, to ensure the continuity of Smartfren sentiment

analysis in an end-to-end and real-time manner. Therefore, the whole

process from dataset scrapping to data visualization can be updated from

time to time automatically.
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2. For further research, several things are recommended to be conducted for better

accuracy and implementation, as the researcher has discussed in Chapter 5

previously:

a. To improve the accuracy of the sentiment labeling and topic

categorization of the tweets' content, the machine learning algorithm can

be expanded using other methods such as Naïve Bayes, Random Forest,

CNN, etc. Thus, the accuracy of each method can be assessed and

selected. For the higher accuracy of the topic categorization, such as

machine learning method like LDA can be used, to find the hidden topics

inside of the tweets data more accurately. Of course, these methods'

recommendations could be considered if the computing resources are

advanced enough, due to the massive amount of data that might take a lot

of time to be processed.

b. Enlarging the dataset by scrapping the customer experience data from

other social media such as Facebook, Instagram, etc. This way, more

customer experience can be gathered, and the result of the sentiment

analysis would be more accurate.
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